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Electron-phonon interaction (EPI) contributes one of the most important
scattering processes for electronic transport in nanostructures. In this thesis,
we theoretically investigate the mechanism and consequence of EPI on the
quantum transport in nano-junctions, focusing on the strong EPI regime.
In steady-state transport, we analyze the EPI-induced transport properties
such as phonon assisted tunneling and negative differential resistance. We
also explore the influence of EPI on the thermoelectric transport of the system
and find that EPI can drastically destroy the thermoelectric efficiency. We
investigate the local heating caused by EPI scattering and find that such
heating is possible to be eliminated in thermoelectric transport. We then go
further to study driven systems with EPI; upon that we establish a dynamic
thermoelectric theory to estimate the thermoelectric performance of a driven
system. We find that thermoelectric efficiency can be greatly boosted under
a time-dependent control, with the reason rooting in the breakdown of the
thermodynamic constraints. Our work presents a systematic picture of the
effect of EPI in quantum transport.
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1.1 Quantum transport in nanostructures
With the ongoing advances in experimental techniques that allow reliable
fabrications of diverse nanostructure systems, such as single molecular junc-
tions [1], nanowires [2, 3] or various kinds of confined quantum dots [4, 5],
nanostructures are currently at the center in the search for promising future
miniaturization of electronic devices or other related architectures. Among
them the study of electron and heat transport is an active and important
field. Due to the confinement effects in one or more dimensions in nanos-
tructures, the quantum effects play a critical role in transport, which also
provides unlimited physics compared with the corresponding bulk materials
[6, 7, 8]. In the design of nanoscale devices, a building block is a nano-junction
system where a system of interest is connected to two metallic electrodes, (or
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nanostructure








Figure 1.1: Transport setup in nano-junction. A system of discrete energy spetrum
connects to two electronic leads under different chemical potential or temperature,
which drives electron and heat flowing through the system.
termed as electronic leads), as schematically shown in Fig. 1.1. Because of
the quantum confinement, the system has discrete energy spectrum embed-
ded in a continuous energy spectra of the electrodes. The electrodes have
a significant large size and they can be considered as thermal baths staying
in equilibrium. The transport properties of such systems depend on the dis-
crete energy levels and their relative position to the Fermi level of the leads.
The system-bath coupling will act as levels broaden. In many scenarios, the
energy spectrum of the system can be tuned by external fields, such as an
applied gate voltage [9]. Such quantum transport setup provides the basic
playground to explore the fundamental mechanism that governs the electron
and heat transport in the nanostructures, and detail understanding of that
is the key in designing nanoscale devices.
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It is already well accepted that nanostructures have manifest pronounced
thermoelectric performance [10, 8, 11], attributed to its intrinsic quantum
nature, namely, the discreteness of the energy spectrum and the coherence
in-between. Such discreteness causes violation of the Wiedemann-Franz law
[12, 13, 14]. The Wiedemann-Franz law indicates the proportionality between
the electronic and thermal conductance of metals and it limits the thermo-
electric performance over centuries when bulk metals are the testing beds for
thermoelectric materials. Nanostructures, when weakly coupled to electronic
leads, are expected to be particularly efficient in heat-electricity conversion,
due to the electronic resonances. Therefore studies quantum thermoelectric
transport in nanostructures have reached the promising avenue in search for
high efficiency thermoelectric devices [15].
Another feature of nanostructures is that it can be effectively subject to
an external time-dependent field, such as long wavelength microwaves [16],
a laser field [17, 18] or a time-dependent gate voltage [19, 20]. Such ex-
ternal fields is able to drive the system far from steady state, and hence
it will have significant effects on the transport properties. The study on
such time-dependent systems involves dynamic evolution of quantum sys-
tem in the presence of the dissipative baths, which goes beyond the static
transport properties and provides playground for the investigation of energy
transfer, heat dissipation, or even thermoelectric performance in such dy-
namic systems. Moreover, the external field itself provides extra controls to
manipulate these transport properties.
3
1.2 EPI in nano-junction
Electron-phonon interaction (EPI) is a long-standing problem. It has signifi-
cant influence on the transport properties in both metals and semiconductors
[21, 22]. In nano-junction, EPI finds its new avenue to present rich physics
and applications [23, 24, 25]. Due to the small size, the electron transport
properties are sensitive to the vibrational states of ions [4, 26]. In general, the
source of EPI can be of various types. For example, due to the small size of
the nanostructure, the charging or discharging of the system is often accom-
panied by changes of nuclear vibrational states [27]. Sometimes the hopping
of electrons can be mediated by thermally induced phonons [28]. Electrons
can also interact with local optical phonons or even with the phonons in a
nanomechanical oscillator to form a nanoelectromechanical system (NEMS)
[29, 30, 31].
EPI plays an important role in the transport properties of nanostructures.
First of all, EPI can cause inelastic scatterings to electrons during electron
tunneling [32], inducing sidebands in the current voltage (I−V ) characteris-
tics [4, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 25]. Such phonon sidebands have wide applications.
For instance, one of the applications is the (resonant) inelastic electron tun-
neling spectroscopy. It shows vibrational signatures from the nanostructure,
helps to identify the vibrational mode and provides information on junction
atomic structure.
EPI also causes local heating and hence affects the stability of devices
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[26, 38, 39, 27]. Due to EPI, phonons can absorb energy during the passage
of electron, so that the nanostructure can be heated up until the balance
between heat generation and dissipation is reached. In nanostructures, such
heating-up can cause significant consequences due to small heat capacitance.
It may affect the performance and even the reliability of the nanoscale device.
So investigation on the energy transfer between electrons and phonons is
crucial in the continuous scaling down of electronic devices.
The thermoelectric performance of a device is also seriously affected by
EPI [39, 40, 41, 42]. In the presence of EPI, electrons will form polaron
clouds, which change the energy profiles of the system and hence the thermo-
electric properties. It is known that the thermopower is sensitive to EPI while
the exact mechanism is unclear. In general, EPI will destroy the thermoelec-
tric performance, due to the reduced electronic conductance and increased
thermal conductance caused by EPI scattering.
1.3 Background on transport theory
Due to its nature of nonlinear scattering, quantum transport with EPI is a
challenging problem in the non-equilibrium condition. Even for the simplest
EPI model called the Anderson-Holstein model proposed in 1950s [43], exact
solution has yet to be obtained in general. However, various approximation
schemes, which are valid in different parameter regimes, are well developed
to handle EPI problems, giving some physical insights of the roles of EPI in
5
the quantum transport.
In the bulk metal or semiconductor, the Boltzmann equation approach is
a sophisticated tool to deal with the inelastic scattering of electrons due to
the phonons [22]. However, it is a semi-classical approach where the coher-
ence between the states is ignored. Kubo formalism is another formalism to
evaluate the transport properties in the near-equilibrium regime by estimate
the current-current correlation [44, 22]. To include EPI in Kubo formula one
needs to work in the small polaron regime, only in case when the EPI is
onsite and the hopping of electrons is infrequent.
For the studies of EPI in nanostructures, at early stages the EPI sys-
tem is regarded as the scattering center for a single electron wavefunction
[45, 33]. In such scattering theories the Fermi statistical nature of the leads
are often neglected. Such approaches discard the many-body effects such as
the Pauli exclusion principle in the system. So the resulting currents are
always over-estimated. To handle many-body non-equilibrium problems, a
systematic and powerful approach is to use the non-equilibrium Green’s func-
tion (NEGF). This technique is extensively applied to handle EPI problems
[34, 46, 35, 47, 48, 49]. In the framework of NEGF, a commonly used approx-
imation is the Born approximation or the self-consistent Born approximation
[50, 51, 52], which is a rigorous lowest order perturbation theory. It is ac-
curate up the second order of EPI strength so it is tailored for weak EPI.
A molecular-dynamical-like approach to handle EPI is developed based on
NEGF [47]. It is a semiclassical approach of the system but the leads are
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treated quantum mechanically. Such approach predicts reasonable results of
currents when the carrier concentration is low. EPI can also be handled by
the path-integral technique and in some special cases numerical exact solu-
tions are available [53, 54, 55]. When the system-lead coupling is weak, rate
equation is commonly used [56, 57, 58]. It investigates the probability of
electron transitions and phonon excitations. The transition matrix is often
obtained from Fermi-Golden rule. Such approaches study the transport in the
basis of probability equation. Comparing to the equation of density matrix,
the coherence between electrons and phonons are neglected in rate equation.
Quantum master equation approach focuses on the dynamic equation of mo-
tion of the entire reduced density matrix, including the off-diagonal elements
[59, 27]. It is a rigorous quantum perturbation theory for weak system-bath
coupling, while extending to moderate coupling is possible by evaluating high
order perturbation terms [60, 61].
1.4 Objective of the thesis
Currently most investigations of quantum transport with EPI in nanostruc-
tures are either in the small EPI regime based on the perturbation theory
or in the small polaron regime, neglecting the phonon effects in the hopping.
The role of EPI strength to the transport properties is unclear, due to the
lack of a systematic theory that can handle all ranges of EPI strength. More-
over, the study of EPI is still limited to the steady-state quantum transport
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while its effects on driven system are yet to explore. Therefore the main ob-
jective of this thesis is to comprehensively explore the effects of EPI strength
on various quantum transport properties, especially for the thermoelectric
properties, in both steady-state scenario and driven scenario. Specifically,
the problems we addressed are in the following.
1. We develop a quantum master equation formalism which can handle
the nonlinearity of EPI Hamiltonian exactly, by rigorously taking per-
turbation on system-bath coupling. We extended this theory to include
higher order diagrams, which allows us to investigate the transport be-
yond weak system-bath coupling, or even exactly in system-bath cou-
pling with the help of Monte Carlo technique.
2. We examine the role of EPI strength in various transport properties,
including the I − V characteristics, the phonon assisted tunneling, the
EPI-induced negative differential conductance. Then we further focus
on the effects of EPI on the thermoelectric transport properties and
analyze its influence on the thermoelectric coefficients. Moreover we
investigate the local heating effects of the phonon due to EPI, and
discuss its impacts and potential applications.
3. We develop a time-dependent quantum transport theory, which can be
applied to driven systems. It handles the EPI exactly at the cost of
weak system-bath coupling.
4. We develop a dynamic thermoelectric theory, based on which we can
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analyze the thermoelectric performance of a driven system. We ex-
plore the thermoelectric efficiency in the driven nonlinear system in
the presence of EPI.
5. For both steady-state transport and time-dependent transport, an al-
ternative NEGF formalism is presented. We benchmark our QME re-
sults with the NEGF results in the non-interacting regime, for the
purpose of technique validation.
The structure of the thesis is as following. In Chap. 2, we propose the
various models of EPI in nanostructures, as well as the quantum transport
setup in the nano-junction. Some preliminary analysis, such as the correla-
tion function of the leads, the polaron transformation, will be addressed. In
Chap. 3, we focus on the theory of steady-state quantum transport of EPI
system, according to different system-bath coupling strength. The theory
for weak system-bath coupling is described in Sec. 3.1. A theory for moder-
ate coupling by calculating high order diagrams is illustrated in Sec. 3.2. In
Sec. 3.3 we discuss the approaches to deal with strong system-bath coupling.
The results and discussions on the effects of EPI on quantum transport are
presented in Chap. 4. In Sec. 4.1 we discuss the effects of EPI on the I − V
characteristics of the system. Then in Sec. 4.2 we discuss the effects of EPI
on the thermoelectric properties of the system and in Sec. 4.3 we discuss
the backaction of the electron currents on the phonon modes. In Chap. 5,
we address the problem of quantum transport in driven systems. The time-
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dependent transport theory is derived in Sec. 5.1. In Sec. 5.2 we use the
driven theory to explore the effects of driven on the thermoelectric efficiency,
where a thermoelectric theory for a driven system will be presented and the
results on efficiency are discussed. In Chap. 6 we summarize the results and
propose future perspectives.
The works described in Sec. 3.1, Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3 are published in
Ref. [27]. The works of high order current calculation described in Sec. 3.2 are
published in Ref. [61]. The effects of EPI on I − V characteristics described
in Sec. 4.1 is published in Ref. [25]. The time-dependent problem covered in
Chap. 5 is published in Ref. [62].
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Chapter 2
Models on EPI and quantum
transport
In this chapter we first discuss various models to describe electron-phonon
interaction, including the traditional EPI models on a lattice and mod-
ern EPI models in nanostructures. In nanostructures, the mechanisms of
EPI are diverse. Representatively we will analyze the EPI mechanisms in
nano-conductors, confined quantum dots and nanoelectromechanical systems
(NEMS). Then we will introduce the quantum transport models in nano-
junction systems, where the statistical mechanics is incorporated into quan-
tum dynamics to bring in the concepts of temperature and chemical potential.
At the end we will define the electron and heat current operators as observ-
ables, which are the main transport quantities concerned in this thesis.
11
2.1 EPI on a lattice
On a lattice, electrons and phonons are usually treated separately based
on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [63]. This approximation assumes
that the electrons respond quickly to the motion of the ions such that from the
view of electrons, the vibrations of ions is adiabatic and the vibrational en-
ergy is stored up smoothly.Therefore the positions of the ions can be treated
as fixed at R, 1 and then we focus on the electron problem by solving the
electronic states and energy E . The electronic energy is a function paramet-
rically depending on R. For a periodic lattice, these electronic states are
often the Bloch states of the solid, which are assumed to be solvable. After
one solves the electronic problem, this electronic energy E is put back as a
potential energy to the ions. Together with the ion-ion interactions they form
an effective potential for the lattice vibration. However, such adiabatic ap-
proximation is not well satisfied in high temperature when the electrons fail
to persist in the same state under the influence of the ion vibration [21]. EPI
could be regarded as a non-adiabatic correction to the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. It is originated from the fact that the electronic states will
be affected by the vibrations of the ions. And it will in turn change the vi-
brational potential of the ions. As a result, the EPI allows both momentum
and energy exchange between the electrons and phonons, causing inelastic
scattering during electron transport.
1R is a vector such that its component Rl denotes the position of the l-th ion.
12
The EPI Hamiltonian is derived from a phenomenological point of view,















|ri − rj| , (2.1)
where l represents ion indices while i represents electron indices. Here V is the
potential including both the ion-ion interactions and the potential provided
by the electron gas. In adiabatic approximation, this potential is assumed
to depend only on R. On the electron counterpart, the potential energy
U(ri,R) will not only depend on the electron positions ri but also on the
ion positions R. Here U(ri,R) should exclude all contributions from V(Rl)
to avoid double counting [21]. The last term represents Coulomb interaction
between electrons. Equation (2.1) is often separated into electron part and
phonon part, by first solving the electron Hamiltonian, assuming that the
ions are frozen by fixing their positions, namely, the position R becomes a










|ri − rj| , (2.2)
If one does not consider EPI, the electrons only see the ions but not the
phonons. So the position R is always assumed to be fixed at equilibrium po-
sition R0. Suppose the electron problem is solvable and then we can find the








+ V(Rl) + E . (2.3)
When one consider phonon, the ions position R is then displaced from equi-
librium position. By assuming the displacement x = R−R0 is small, so that
the electron energy E is not altered, we can then expand Hion with respect
to R around the equilibrium position R0. To the lowest order of x, the ion
vibrations can be solved as a collection of harmonic oscillators in reciprocal










where a constant mass is assumed and ωq is the dispersion relation of phonons.
The relation between xq and xl depends on the geometry of the lattice. For
a periodic lattice with translational invariance they are related by a Fourier
transformation [64, 65]. Here we have neglected the high order terms such
as phonon-phonon interactions.
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation scheme the electron and phonon
problem are separated. The electron problem is solved by assuming the ions
are fixed at equilibrium position. However, due to the existing of phonons,
the ions will deviate from equilibrium. In order to make correction to the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we consider the contribution of first order
of displacement x. In other word, when we expand Eq. (2.2) with respect to
2We omit the branch index by assuming there is only one ion in each unit cell.
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x, the zeroth order contribution gives the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian
while the first order gives the electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian,
Hele(r,R) = Hele(r,R0) + x · ∇xHele(r,R)|R=R0 , (2.5)
Then the Hamiltonian for the electron-phonon interaction [22] is
Hepi = x · ∇RHele(r,R)|R=R0 . (2.6)
Equaiton. (2.6) is the traditional EPI Hamiltonian on a lattice. Using the








where c†k and ck are the creation and annihilation operators for electrons with
momentum ~k. The inner product in Eq. (2.6) is written as a summation
over index l. The coupling tensor M is raised from the matrix elements of
M lkk′ = 〈k′|∇RlHele(r,R)|R=R0 |k〉. (2.8)
The Hamiltonian obtained so far is in general. If we employ the property
of periodicity for a lattice, the electrons will be in the Bloch states of ψ∗k(r) =
eik·R
0
lψ∗k(r−R0l ). If we assume thatHele depends only on the relative position
of electrons and ions Hele(r,R) = Hele(r−R), then the matrix elements can
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≡ ei(k−k′)·R0l Skk′ , (2.9)
where Skk′ is the EPI scattering matrix depending solely on k and k
′ but not
the absolute position index l. The position operator x can be transformed










where N represents the total number of unit cells. Combining Eq. (2.9) and







where Mqkk′ is the Fourier transformation of M
l
kk′ for index l. It can be
expressed as Mqkk′ =
√
Nδk′,k+qSk,k′ . Here we have used the fact that∑
l e
i(q+k−k′)R0l = Nδk+q,k′ , which means that only momentum conserved
scatterings are allowed. This Hamiltonian is commonly used for EPI in stan-
dard textbooks [21, 22, 64, 69]. If one needs to express the position operator
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q + a−q), (2.12)
where ωq is the dispersion relation from Eq. (2.4).
2.2 EPI in nanostructures
Electron-phonon interaction is an important scattering mechanism in nanos-
tructures, but its origin differs in different scenarios. In molecular junctions,
EPI can be due to the coupling between the electronic quantum dots and the
vibration of the center of the mass of the molecule [4, 70]. In nanowire such
as carbon nanotubes, EPI can originate from the coupling of electrons with
the oscillation modes of the wire [71, 72, 73]. In double quantum dots, the
EPI may be present in the electron hopping process between the sites. Such
process can cause absorption or emission of phonons [74, 75, 76].
In bulk materials, EPI is an uncontrollable scattering process that intro-
duces resistances. However, in nanostructures EPI manifest itself in various
ways [77, 78] and sometimes it can even be controlled and manipulated [4, 79].
For example, in nano-conductors, EPI not only causes inelastic scattering,
but also introduces phonon-assisted tunneling which enhances the currents
[33, 80, 27]. EPI is also an important mechanism to couple a nanomechanical
system with an electronic system to form an NEMS [79, 81, 30, 27]. By using
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the NEMS we can probe the nanomechanical system via electronic currents.
On the other hand, EPI can bring difficulties into some applications. For
example, it can cause local heating [82, 38, 83, 26]. The Joule heating affects
the performance or even stability of the devices [48]. EPI can destroy the
thermoelectric efficiency in nano-junction system [84, 85, 40, 27]. In those
applications, we need to discover ways to reduce the EPI negative effects.
In this section, we will introduce three types of EPI in nanostructures:
EPI in nano-conductors, EPI in nano-semiconductors as an interacting quan-
tum dot and EPI in mechanical system as NEMS. Here we only try to in-
tuitively describe the models while rigorous solutions of quantum transport
will be provided in Chap. 3 and Chap. 5.
2.2.1 Nano-conductors
We consider a system of interest is a nano-conductor [25], and its Hamiltonian
can be divided into the electron Hamiltonian Hele, the phonon Hamiltonian
Hph and the EPI Hamiltonian Hepi as
HS = Hele +Hph +Hepi. (2.13)
Since the system is small for a nanostructure, the boundary effects become
important and hence periodic condition cannot be assumed. Therefore, in-
stead of working in the reciprocal lattice, we represent HS in the real position
space. We assume that the electrons are tight bound to the ions. Hence the
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movements of electrons can be described by hopping in between the ion po-
tentials. Then we can represent the electron Hamiltonian in terms of local
creation and annihilation operators d†i and di, where i denotes the indices of









where hij is the hopping energy from site j to site i and it is assumed to be
real symmetric hij = hji. We can write such Hamiltonian in matrix form as
the last term.












where Kll′ is the force constant between ion l and l
′, and pl is the conjugate
of xl.
For the EPI Hamiltonian Hepi, we need to start from Eq. (2.6). Under
the assumption of tight binding model, we represent it in the local electron








where the coupling tensor now reads
M lij = 〈i|∇RlHele|j〉, (2.17)
where |i〉 is the local state of the electron binding to the ion at position R0i ,
similar to |j〉. Assuming that the electronic states are invariant with different
sites of ions, namely, they are locally equivalent, then the coupling tensor M
can be obtained from h directly as M lij = ∇Rlhij(R).
2.2.2 Quantum dots
Besides the nano-conductors, semiconductor or molecular junctions in nanoscale
are also of interest. In such systems single electron quantum dots are pos-
sible to be created through external control. Such quantum dots have wide
applications. They are the basic structures for the single-electron-transistors
(SET) [86], building units of qubits in quantum information technology [87],
and they are also widely used in solar cell devices [14]. In this section we
analyze the models of single electron quantum dots when they are interacting
with phonons.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (a), electrons can have localized energy levels
and the EPI involves during the transition between the electron levels. For
example, in semiconductors, electron can be excited from the valance band
to the conduction band. By using proper external control, it is possible to
excite only one electron from valance band to the conduction band, while a
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of two different mechanisms of EPI in nanostructures. (a)
Interacting quantum dot: Phonons are absorbed or emitted during the transition
of electrons in-between localized electron levels in quantum dots. (b) NEMS: a
single electron transistor is connected to a gate through a capacitor, with the
capacitance depending on the displacement of the phonon (NR) in NEMS. Panel
(b) adapted from Phys. Rev. B, 91, 045410 (2015). Copyrighted by the American
Physical Society.
second electron excitation is forbidden due to the Coulomb blockade [88, 89].
In such a way a single electron quantum dot is created. Suppose the energy
difference of an electron in the excited state and ground state is ε0, the
Hamiltonian governing such excitation process is simply
Hele = ε0d
†d, (2.18)
where d† represents the process of exciting an electron and d represents de-
exciting an electron. They can be regarded as creation and annihilation op-
erators of an electron in conduction band. Here we shift the zero energy level
to the energy of electron in the de-excited state. The electron number oper-
ator is d†d. It indicates the number of excited electrons whose expectation
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value should be between 0 and 1. Sometimes two single electron quantum
dots can be created in nearby sites. Electrons can hop from one site to the
other in conduction band to form double quantum dots [90].
Now we focus on the EPI in an interacting single quantum dot. The basic
mechanism is that during the process of exciting or de-exciting an electron,
phonons can be activated or annihilated. Though in principle such process
can activate/de-activate phonons with different energies, one of them would
dominate due to energy selection rules. So we assume only one phonon mode
is involved, resulting in the following Hamiltonian
Hepi = λd
†d(a† + a), (2.19)
where λ is the EPI strength with unit of energy. Physically it means the
occurrence probability of such electron-phonon scattering process. The op-
erators a† and a are the creation and annihilation operators of the phonon
of frequency ω0 governed by the phonon Hamiltonian
Hph = ~ω0a†a, (2.20)
where the constant zero point energy is omitted. So the total system Hamil-
tonian of an interacting single electron quantum dot can be written as
HS = ε0d
†d+ ~ω0a†a+ λd†d(a† + a). (2.21)
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In spite of the simplicity of the Hamiltonian, it is intensively investigated un-
der various background (for reviews, see Ref. [23, 25]). It brings rich physics
to quantum transport. The nonlinear properties of this Hamiltonian also
make it a theoretically challenging problem in studying its non-equilibrium
behaviors.
2.2.3 NEMS
In this section we discuss the EPI in an NEMS. It contains a single electron
transistor (SET) coupled to a nanomechanical resonator (NR). In such sys-
tems EPI plays an important role because it connects the electronic system
(SET) to the phonon system (NR). Through the EPI, we are able to detect
the NR signals by measuring the electronic response.
A simple capacitively coupled NEMS is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.1
(b), a SET is coupled to an NR through a gate capacitor. The SET comprises
a quantum dot that is subject to a gate voltage. The gate voltage can control
the number of excited charges on the dots. An NR is connected to the gate
in such a way that the gate capacitance is determined by the displacement
of the NR x. Due to the small size of the quantum dot, the total electric
capacitance (CΣ) of the quantum dot is so small that even a single electron
can influence the voltage of the dot (Vdot). Therefore the properties of the
SET can be easily controlled by the external gate. The voltage on the dot
is determined by the charge on the dot and the total capacitance given by
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[30, 31, 91]
Vdot = −e(Ndot −Ng)
CΣ
, (2.22)
where the numerator −e(Ndot − Ng) is the total charge on the dot and CΣ
is the total capacitance, partially contributed from the gate capacitance Cg.
Specifically Ndot is the number of excited charges on the dot and Ng =
CgVg/e denotes the effective charge from the gate of voltage Vg. Therefore
the total energy stored in the dot capacitor is EN = CΣV
2
dot/2, or equivalently
[92, 81, 93, 94]
E(Ndot) = EC(Ndot −Ng)2, (2.23)
which is a function of Ndot. The constant EC = e
2/(2CΣ) is called the
charging energy of the quantum dot, indicating the amount of energy required
to add an extra charge on the dot. Here we focus on the strong Coulomb
blockade regime, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, where only two electronic states
are possible. One of the states is regarded as reference state which contains
N excess charges while for the other state, one more electron exists, resulting
in N + 1 excess charges. The total excitation energy is given by [95]
ε = EC(2N − 2Ng + 1). (2.24)
Consequently the Hamiltonian can be written as
Hele = ε|N+1〉〈N+1|. (2.25)
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So far our discussions are based on a constant gate capacitance where the
phonon in NR does not come into picture yet. However, ε is function of
displacement x through gate capacitance Cg. The capacitance Cg is closely
related to displacement of NR x. This is the origin of the EPI in NEMS.
Though the EPI mechanism is quite different from that in conductors or in-
teracting quantum dot, the derivation of EPI Hamiltonian is similar. We as-
sume that the displacement of NR x is small in comparison with the distance
between the two gate capacitor plates. So we can make Taylor expansion on
the x and truncate to the first order as




|N+1〉〈N+1| · x, (2.26)
where the fist term denotes the adiabatic electron Hamiltonian with ε0 =
ε(x)|x=0 and the second term is of the EPI contribution. The operator x









Since this phonon mode is due to mechanical oscillation, the achievable fre-
quency is typically much smaller than those of ion vibration. However, recent
technology has already made the frequency high enough (in order of GHz) so
that the harmonic oscillator is in quantum regime at experimental obtainable
low temperature (in order of mK) [96, 97].
By using second quantization we can obtain the Hamiltonian in the form
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of Eq. (2.21). However, the EPI strength λ is defined in a different way here










CΣVg + (N −Ng + 1/2)e
]
. (2.28)
Here C ′g is the derivative of Cg with respect to x evaluated at equilibrium
position x = 0.
From the derivation above we can find that NEMS provides much more
controls over the EPI. In nano-conductor and interacting quantum dots,
though ε0 can be controlled via a gate voltage but the EPI strength comes in
nature and cannot be tuned. However, in NEMS we find that even λ can be
tuned by using external field. Such control has been experimentally achieved
and it allows us to explore the detail mechanisms of EPI in the electron
scattering process and investigate the effects of EPI strength on quantum
transport.
2.2.4 Formation of polarons
From the Hamiltonian of EPI, we can find that EPI has two effects on elec-
tron dynamics. One of the effects is that that EPI can influence the hopping
process of the electrons, reflected by the terms of M lijd
†
idj when i 6= j. The
other effect is that EPI will change the onsite energy of the electrons, re-
flected in the terms of M liid
†
idi. Both Hamiltonians obtained in Sec. 2.2.2
and Sec. 2.2.3 fall into the second type. In this section we analyze the sec-
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ond effect. We will prove that for onsite EPI, a polaron is formed and the
electronic energy will get shifted.
For simplicity, we start from the case of single phonon (Eq. (2.21)) to
derive the polaron formalism. It can be easily generalized to the cases of
multiple phonons as long as EPI is not present in hopping terms. We first
introduce the polaron transformation that transform an operator from O to
O¯ as
O¯ = eSOe−S, where S = − λ
~ω0
d†d(a† − a). (2.29)
This transformation (also called Lang-Firsov transformation) diagonalizes
the EPI Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.21) in the conventional basis of electrons and
phonons. The concept of polaron rises from the fact that after transforma-
tion the phonon operators become polaron operators, which absorb some
of the EPI energy. At the same time the electronic energy is renormalized
and the electrons are decoupled from the polarons. To illustrate this effect
mathematically we have 3

















d¯†d¯ = d†d, (2.34)
3The identity eABe−A = B + [A,B] + 12! [A, [A,B]] +
1
3! [A, [A, [A,B]]] + · · · is used to
perform the polaron transformation.
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where we clearly see the electron creation and annihilation operators are
dressed by the polaron cloud e
± λ~ω0 (a−a
†)
, while both the phonon creation
and annihilation operators are shifted by amount of λ~ω0 when the electron is
present. Hence the total EPI Hamiltonian can be written as polaron opera-
tors as




where after transformation the electron and phonon operators are decoupled.
The electronic energy is shifted downwards by an amount of λ
2
~ω0 , which is
so-called the polaron shift. This polaron transformation technique solves the
isolated EPI Hamiltonian. However, when the EPI system is connected to
a transport setup under a non-equilibrium situation, it is still challenging
to solve it exactly. Recently, polaron technique is combined with NEGF
formalism to estimate the quantum transport problem, which we will not
elaborate here and an algorithm of such methods can be found in Append. B.
2.3 Quantum transport setup
Recently quantum transport in nanostructures has been intensively stud-
ied [7, 23, 98, 99, 100]. Among them nano-junction is of particular interest
because it allows us to probe a small system, such as a single molecule or
nanowire, in-between large materials. Unlike bulk materials, the quantum
confinement effects in such small systems are obvious and hence it manifests
totally different transport properties compared with bulk lattices. The inves-
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tigation of quantum transport in nano-junction provides a rich playground
which has a wide applications, such as the expected high thermoelectric ef-
ficiency in molecular junctions [98], the ultra-sensitive measures in NEMS
[91, 101] or heat-work converter in quantum dot systems [102, 103], and a
lot more.
In the nano-junction setups typically a system of interest is embedded in-
between two electronic leads as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. Throughout the thesis,
we assume the electronic leads are metals such that the phonons in the leads
are not taken into consideration. The two electronic leads are often biased
with voltage or temperature differences in order to investigate the resulting
current passing through the system. The leads are acting as the source and
drain for the electrons. A gate voltage, or some other control fields, can also
act on the system to modulate the system properties. In experiments, the
system of interest varies in different applications. For instance, a system of a
single molecule or a nanotube is under intense investigations in recent years.
2.3.1 Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of such transport setups can be partitioned into leads,
system and the coupling between them
H = HL +HR +HS + VL + VR, (2.36)
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where HL, HR, HS are the Hamiltonian of the left electronic leads, right elec-
tronic leads and the system and Vα, α = L,R is the coupling Hamiltonian
between the system and the αth lead. This separation is valid for both elec-
tron system or phonon systems in nano-junction [7]. The size of HL and
HR is infinitely large in principle so that they can act as electronic reser-
voir or thermal bath to the system. Therefore thermodynamic limit need
to be taken to the lead Hamiltonians. The lead Hamiltonians can differ for
different materials and here we assume that it is solvable. Namely, we can
obtain the dispersion relation so that the lead Hamiltonians can be written






kck, where α = L,R . (2.37)
Above in principle k should be a vector in three dimension but here we write
as a number by omitting all the branch indices for simplicity. Here εαk is
the dispersion relation of the lead α. It should be a continuous function but
here we write it in the summation form since the thermodynamic limit has
not be taken yet. The operators c†k and ck are the creation and annihilation
operators for electrons of momentum index k. The lead indices of electrons
are omitted since it is implied in k. The free evolution of electronic operators
is ck(t) = cke




We now consider the coupling Hamiltonian between the system and the
leads, denoted as VL and VR. In nano-junction systems set up for electron
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transport, the system and the leads are coupled due to the electron tunnel-
ing process. Namely, electrons can tunnel from the leads to the system or
vice versa. Therefore the coupling Hamiltonians are often called tunneling






kdi + H.c.,where α = L,R , (2.38)
where the first term represents the process that an electron of state |i〉 in the
system tunnels into the leads with momentum k. The second term represents
is the hermitian conjugate of first term and it describes the reverse process.
The tunneling strength is characterized by a constant matrix vαik. This tunnel-
ing Hamiltonian allows transmission of electrons between the leads through
the system to form electron or heat currents.
2.3.2 Correlation functions
Surface Green’s functions and self-energy
In quantum transport study, the correction functions between the lead op-
erators are of particular importance. They are the preliminary for both the
NEGF and QME formalism discussed in Chap. 3. Through the calculations
of the correlation functions one need to take the thermodynamic limit for the
leads. The thermodynamics brings in the macroscopic equilibrium concepts
and quantities, such as heat, temperature and chemical potential. The corre-
lation functions will determine how the leads are able to relax a system. To
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begin the discussion, it is convenient for us to define the Green’s functions,
which contain all the information about two-point correlation functions
gkk′(τ, τ




















′) and gt¯kk′(t, t
′) are time-ordered, lesser, greater and anti
time-ordered Green’s function respectively. Here τ is the time on the con-
tour and t is the real time, with TC being the contour time order operator
[7]. These Green’s functions are normally called surface Green’s function be-
cause it accounts for the lead operators sitting on the surface of system-lead
interface. The average is taken with respect to equilibrium density matrix
ρα = e
−βα(Hα−µαNα)/Z of the lead α, assuming the leads are in equilibrium.
Here βα = 1/(kBTα) and µα are temperature and chemical potential respec-




kck and Z = Tr[e
−βα(Hα−µαNα)]
is the partition function. These surface Green’s functions are normally solv-










where fα(εk) = [e
βα(εk−µα) + 1]−1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.
Since the Green’s functions have time-translational invariance we can omit
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one time argument by setting t′ = 0. We define the self-energy via multiply-

































jkδ(ε−εk). For a finite system Γ is discretized. However,
in the thermodynamic limit Γ can be smoothened, resulting in a continuous














we can immediately find the relation Σ<α (ε) = iΓα(ε)fα(ε) and Σ
>
α (ε) =
−iΓα(ε)[1− fα(ε)]. These relations are important in NEGF formalism.
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The lead operators and their correlation functions
In the spirit of the quantum open system theories [104, 105], the system-
lead coupling Hamiltonian is often written as the direct product of system
operators and lead operators. In the situation of electronic transport, the




Bα,µi ⊗ Sµi , where α = L,R. (2.45)
We use upper index µ = 1, 2 to denote the kind of operators. Namely, we

















ikck. An important quantity for transport
calculation in QME formalism is the correlation functions between these lead
operators. They are defined as
Cα,µνij (t) ≡ 〈Bα,µi (t)Bα,νj (0)〉; where α = L,R; µ, ν = 1, 2. (2.46)
One can also define an overall correlation function Cµν(t) = CL,µν(t) +
CR,µν(t).
By plugging in the lead operators one can immediately find that C11 =
C22 = 0. The cross terms C12 and C21 have close relations with the self-
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energies as
Cα,12ij (t) = i~Σ
α,<
ij (t), (2.47)
Cα,21ij (t) = −i~Σα,>ij (t). (2.48)
Both correlation functions have the property of Cij(−t) = C∗ij(t). By using














= Γα,ij(ε)[1− fα(ε)]/2. (2.50)
These relations are important in calculating the transition matrix in the
open system theory. We will address this in Chap. 3. The evaluation of such
correlation functions is illustrated in Append. A.
2.3.3 Current operators
To investigate the quantum transport, we need to define the observables for
both electron and heat currents. The electron current, Ie, is defined as the
rate of the electrons flowing out of the left lead. Therefore its quantum
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Here we take e > 0, assuming the charge carrier is positive. Similarly we































(εk − µL)(vLikc†kdi − vLikd†ick). (2.52)
Similar to the tunneling Hamiltonian, we can also write the current operators
in terms of direct product of system operators and lead operators. We find
that the system operators involved are exactly same as those in tunneling
Hamiltonian, while the lead operators are different. So here we use Be and Bh














Bµh,i ⊗ Sµi , (2.54)























where ε′k = εk − µL. Here only the left lead index L is involved since we are
calculating the left lead currents. For calculation of right lead current, one
simply change all indices of L to R. For the electron or energy currents, the
left lead current should be opposite to the right lead current in steady state
but not the heat current. The notations and conventions developed in this





In this chapter, we will study the theory of steady-state transport of the EPI
models described in Chap. 2. We will develop theoretical methods to deal
with quantum transport problems according to different system-lead coupling
strength.
EPI involves nonlinear interaction so that theoretically it is a difficult
problem to solve exactly. Traditionally, Boltzmann equations are used to
study the transport problems in bulk materials. In such calculations electron
relaxation time is estimated from Fermi-Golden rule, regarding the EPI as a
scattering potential [69]. In nanostructures, methods within single particle
approximation (SPA) scheme are used to predict the effects of EPI on single
electron movement. To fully capture the quantum many-body effects in nano-
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junctions, quantum master equation (QME) and non-equilibrium Green’s
function (NEGF) technique are two powerful tools to handle transport in
complete quantum regime. QME is a very traditional formalism to study
open systems under the dissipative influence of its environments [104, 105].
Recently these methods are rigorously generalized to study quantum cur-
rents in nano-junctions [59, 61, 27]. We will develop the QME formalism in
Sec. 3.1. The QME formalism does not have restriction on system Hamilto-
nian so it can handle EPI of arbitrary strength. Therefore QME is a suitable
tool to investigate the effects of different EPI strength on currents. This
method is exact in the limit of weak system-bath coupling. Extending this
method beyond the weak coupling limit is highly non-trivial due to the emer-
gence of divergences. In Sec. 3.2 we will discuss the divergences and provide
resolutions to overcome it, resulting in a rigorous QME theory suitable for
moderate system-bath coupling. In Sec. 3.3 we will provide a diagrammatic
Monte Carlo scheme, which extends the weak system-bath coupling scheme
to a numerically exact method. Furthermore, we will present an NEGF for-
malism with self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA), which is suitable
to systems with strong system-bath coupling but weak EPI strength. Thus
our methods developed in this section will cover all regimes of system-lead
couplings to handle EPI in nano-junctions.
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3.1 Weak system-bath coupling theory
In this section we will develop the QME formalism to handle quantum trans-
port in nano-junctions. We will focus on the Redfield type of QME which is
rigorous in the weak system-bath coupling regime, without taking any fur-
ther approximations such as the rotating wave approximation or neglecting
lamb shift [104].
3.1.1 Redfield QME
In this part, we give a microscopic derivation of quantum master equation
[105, 104, 106] together with the transport formalism [59, 27]. The key
quantity of this approach is the reduced density matrix ρ, which is obtained
through the full density matrix by tracing over the baths degrees of freedom
1. It describes the states of the system under the influence of the baths and
its evolution equation is the quantum master equation. The QME is a first-
order differential equation of ρ, by taking account the dissipative effects from
the baths.
To derive the QME formalism, we start with a time-independent full
Hamiltonian (In case of time-dependent Hamiltonian, the formalism will be
discussed in Chap. 5)
H = HS +HB + V, (3.1)
where HS denotes the Hamiltonian of a system we are interested in, and HB
1In this chapter we do not distinguish baths and electronic leads.
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is the bath Hamiltonian, describing the environment that affects the system.
In transport setup, one requires minimum two baths connecting to the system
under different temperatures or chemical potentials in order to drive currents
passing through the system. In such scenario, one often denotes the baths
as a summation of left and right lead Hamiltonians HB = HL + HR. The
last term V is the system-bath coupling Hamiltonian. Similarly in case of
two-lead transport setup this term is also contributed from left and right
couplings as V = VL + VR.
The QME formalism is based on the assumption that the system-bath
coupling V is weak so that we can do perturbation on it. It is convenient
to work in the interaction picture by regarding V as an perturbation Hamil-
tonian so that the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 = HS + HB can be solved
exactly. In interaction picture, the equation of motion for the full density




= [VI(t), %I(t)], (3.2)
where [A,B] = AB − BA is the commutator. The subscript I means the
density matrix or any other operators are in the interaction picture. By
assuming all pictures coincide at t = 0, the operators in interaction picture




By integrating both sides of the Eq. (3.2), we get




where t0 is the initial time and t is the time of interest. We can plug in
this equation to itself once again for %I(t
′) to get a second order integration
equation with respect to VI










dt1dt2[VI(t1), [VI(t2), %I(t2)]]. (3.4)
This process can be recursively applied and by doing that one can expand
the full density matrix in power of the system-bath coupling. In the weak
system-bath coupling regime, we truncate the series up to the second order
by assuming that all high orders are small. We then take the time-derivative








dt′[VI(t), [VI(t′), %I(t0)]]. (3.5)
We assume that at initial time t = t0 the system and all the leads are
decoupled. So the initial state is a product state of the system and each lead
%(t0) = ρ(t0)⊗ρB. In the above equation ρ(t) is the reduced density matrix for
the system as ρ(t) = TrB[%(t)] and ρB is the equilibrium density matrix of the
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baths. In case of two leads setup ρB can be written as ρB = ρL⊗ρR, where ρL,
ρR are the equilibrium density matrix for the left and right lead respectively.
We then adiabatically switch on the system-bath couplings V (t) = V et with
 → 0. If the initial state begins infinitely far away t0 = −∞, we can then
assume that at any finite time t the system already reaches a steady state.
The system and the baths are in different Hilbert space but the system-
bath coupling operator V links them. Therefore it normally has the form of a




2. Such convention can be evidenced from Eq. (2.38). Here we can regard
S and B as vectors with its each component (Sα and Bα) representing the
corresponding operator appearing in the system-bath coupling Hamiltonian.
We now take a trace over all the bath degrees of freedom to the above
Integro-differential equation in order to obtain an equation within the system
Hilbert space only. By doing that one actually gets an equation of motion
for the reduced density matrix, which is the quantum master equation of









dτ [SαI (t), S
β
I (τ)ρI(t)]C
αβ(t− τ) + H.c., (3.6)
where Cαβ(t− τ) = Tr[ρBBαI (t)BβI (τ)] is the correlation function of the leads
as discussed in Sec. 2.3.2. A summation over the leads is implemented in
these correlation functions. By using the condition of Tr(ρBB) = 0, we can
2Here we omit the lead indices for the bath operators and a sum over leads is implicitly
implemented.
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remove the linear terms in V . This condition can be always true because we
can rearrange the full Hamiltonian so that the bath operator can be shifted.
Namely we can take B − Tr(ρBB) as a new bath operator. Importantly,
here we have replaced ρI(t0) with ρI(t) in order to close the equation. This
step is essential and correct only when one intends to get the reduced density
matrix correct only up the 0th order. In other word, the solution of the above
equation is only accurate for ρ˜(0), but not any high orders [61, 100, 108]. We
will discuss this point in detail in Sec. 3.2 and at the same time, provide a
way to handle high order replacement.
The QME in schro¨dinger picture can be obtained by a backwards trans-













[Sα, SβI (τ − t)ρ]Cαβ(t− τ) + H.c.
}
, (3.7)
where the first term indicates the free-evolution of system Hamiltonian and
the second term denotes the relaxation process due to the baths. We note
that the relaxation term is a kernel depending on the correlation of system
operators at different times. The correlation length is determined by the
bath correlation functions.
Equation (3.7) is the standard Redfield QME in the operator form. How-
ever, in real calculation, one needs to represent it in a set of complete basis.
It turns out that the eigenbasis of the system Hamiltonian is the most conve-
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nient choice to solve the QME. Written in the system Hamiltonian eigenbasis









where ∆kj = Ek − Ej is the energy spacing of the system Hamiltonian and
Ei is the i-th eigenvalue of the system Hamiltonian and R is the relaxation


























The detailed evaluation of this transition coefficient W and the correlation
functions for electronic leads can be found in the Append. A.
At t = 0 the system will reach the steady state so that the reduced density
matrix will not evolve with respect to time. Therefore we can impose the
steady-state condition dρ/dt = 0 to the QME Eq. (3.8). The steady-state
reduced density matrix can now be solved from tensor equation of Eq. (3.8),
together with a normalization condition Tr(ρ) = 1. We note that the solution
of reduced density matrix ρ is accurate only up to the 0th order since it is
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solved from a second order QME 3. Here we introduce an order-by-order
technique to optimize the calculation via separating the diagonal and off-
diagonal part of the reduced density matrix ρ [59, 110, 61, 100]. We first
expand the reduced density matrix with respect to the system-bath coupling
strength η as
ρ = ρ(0) + η2ρ(2) + η4ρ(4) + η6ρ(6) . . . , (3.11)
where η is proportional to V and all the odd power terms vanishes due to
centering of the bath Tr(ρBB) = 0. Plugging this expansion to the QME and
rearranging the QME order by order with respect to η, one can immediately
find that the off-diagonal elements of the 0th order reduced density matrix
vanish ρ
(0)
nm = 0, if n 6= m. The diagonal elements of the ρ(0) can be found via





ii = 0. (3.12)
As a result we have reduced the complicated tensor equation to a simple
matrix equation. For all the higher order coefficients the lowest order QME
Eq. (3.8) is not enough and one needs to go to high-order QME, which will
be discussed in section 3.2. The 0th order reduced density matrix obtained
in this scheme is the key quantity to evaluate the currents.
3The solution of QME of order n+2 only gives reduced density matrix of order n [108].
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3.1.2 Second order Currents
The reduced density matrix describes the states of the system under the
influences from the baths. If one obtains the reduced density matrix, one
can easily evaluate the expectation value of system observables via 〈O〉 =
Tr(ρO) when O is within system Hilbert space. For example, the charge
occupation in electronic system, the phonon numbers in phonon system or
the magnetization in spin system can be calculated in such a way. However,
some observables, such as the electron (heat) currents, contain not only the
system operators but also bath operators. To get the expectation value of
such observables, the evaluation of reduced density matrix is not enough. To
solve this issue, some physical intuition based formalisms are developed in
the literature for the calculation of currents [111, 112, 113]. In the section
we will rigorously develop a formalism to evaluate observables of kind J =∑
α S
α ⊗ Bα, with S living in the system Hilbert space and B in the bath
space. Both electron and heats fall into this catalog. To be consistent with
the notation in Chap. 2, we use Be and Bh to denote the bath operators of
electron and heat currents, as we can see from Eq. (2.51) and Eq. (2.52)
We start from the full Hilbert space including the system and bath so
that the expectation value of currents should be evaluated according to the
full density matrix. In the interaction picture it can be written as 〈J〉 =
Tr(%IJI), when the observing time is at t = 0. In the weak system-bath
coupling regime, we are interested in the lowest order current with respect to
η. Therefore we again expand the density matrix %I according to Eq. (3.4)
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where the 0th order term vanishes because B shares the property of Tr(ρBB) =
0. The above formula is of second order of system-bath coupling, because
each of VI and J contributes one order respectively. By expanding the com-










Since the initial state is a product state and each operator inside the trace is
a direct product of system and bath operators, this trace can be taken with

















where the correlation function C is defined as Cαβ(t) = Tr[ρBBαI (t)BβI (0)].
It accounts the correlation of the bath operators appearing in the system-
bath coupling Hamiltonian and the current operator. The evaluation of these
correlation function is discussed in Append. A. Importantly, here we again
need to replace the initial state ρ(t0) by the 0th order steady-state reduced
density matrix, which is obtained by solving the second order QME. The
reason is exactly same as the replacement in the QME formalism and it will
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be addressed in Sec. 3.2.
The above equation is the formula of current in the operator form. We can
find that by putting the integration inside the trace, we are able to define
a reduced current operator J r in the system Hilbert space, such that the
expectation value can be evaluated according to 〈J〉 = Tr (ρ(0)J r). In the
eigenbasis of the system Hamiltonian HS, this reduced current operator can
be written as














Equation (3.16) is the main result that can be used to evaluate lowest order
electron current and heat current 4, given the 0th order reduced density
matrix obtained from the quantum master equation.
As a short summary, in this section we give a rigorous derivation of the
Redfield QME and the currents formalism, in the weak system-bath coupling
regime. This formalism is not restricted to the form of system Hamiltonian so
it can deal with any systems, especially for system with strong nonlinearity.
In the next section, we will explore how we can extend the weak system-
bath coupling to moderate system-bath coupling regime by looking at the
4Different currents are corresponding to different correlation functions, see Append. A
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higher order QME and higher order currents. After that we will apply this
method to the quantum transport problem in the presence of electron-phonon
interaction. Results and discussions are present in the second part of this
chapter.
3.2 Moderate system-bath coupling theory
In the previous section we have discussed QME formalism to establish the
transport theory. Despite that the theory can deal with nonlinear system,
it can only be applied to transport setups where the system-bath couplings
are weak, while the effects of moderate or strong system-bath coupling are
missing. The reason behind is that we truncate the Dyson expansion to the
lowest order of system-bath coupling strength. Therefore, in order to capture
the moderate or strong coupling effects, one needs to include higher order
terms in the Dyson expansion to establish a higher order QME and currents
formalism. However, it turns out that such generalization is a highly non-
trivial task. If one does not do it carefully, one will encounter divergence
problems [61, 114]. Previous studies obtain the solutions for the 4th order
QME only for the cases of spin-boson model [115, 60, 116, 114] and electronic
quantum dot model [117, 118]. For spin-boson models the earlier studies
focus on the equilibrium QME. Steady state solutions have been achieved in
the rotational wave approximation [115], or when the baths are either in the
high temperature [60] or zero temperature [116]. Only recently re-summation
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techniques are introduced to overcome the divergent issues in the 4th order
equilibrium QME [114]. For the non-equilibrium case, works on the high
order QME focus on the electronic transport through an interacting quantum
dot [117, 118]. Diagrammatic methods have been developed to calculate the
kernel of time-local 4th order QME [117], but the structure of the diagrams
are still model-dependent.
In this section, we explain the origin of the divergences that occurs in the
high order QME and current formalism, and then propose a resolution to the
divergence issues. Subsequently, we provide a systematic way to evaluate the
4th order QME and currents. By using this method, one can obtain the exact
4th order coefficients. The formalism is general and model-independent. In
the end, we will illustrate this method by calculating the 4th order currents
in two specific examples and then benchmark our results with those from
exact methods for exactly solvable models.
3.2.1 High order QME
We start with the same full Hamiltonian as Eq. (3.1) where V is regarded as
an perturbation Hamiltonian to do perturbation on. We assume that V is
adiabatically switched on V (t) = V et and it is fully turned on at time t = 0.
We rewrite the Eq. (3.2) in the form of
∂%I(t)
∂t
= LV (t)%I(t), (3.18)
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where LV (t) is a super-operator in full Hamiltonian space acting on operators
LV (t)[ · ] = −i/~[VI(t), · ]. As illustrated in Sec. 3.1, one can recursively apply
the above equation to get the following expansion
















dt1dt2dt3LV (t1)LV (t2)LV (t3)%I(t0) + · · · (3.19)
Assuming that at t = t0 the initial state is a product state of the system and
the baths, we can take trace over the baths degrees of freedom and get the
expansion for the reduced density matrix as
ρI(t) = ρI(t0) + L(2)D ρI(t0) + L(4)D ρI(t0) + L(6)D ρI(t0) + · · · , (3.20)
where L(n)D is the super-operator acting on operators in the system Hilbert





[LV (t1)LV (t2) · · · LV (tn)(ρB ⊗ ·)]. (3.21)




t>t1>t2>···>tn>t0 dt1dt2 · · · dtn.
We note that the right side of the above equation is in the form of super-
operator in the system Hilbert space while all the baths degrees of freedom are
traced out. We assume that the expectation value of a single bath operator
is zero. So any odd orders of LV will vanish after taking trace over the baths
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due to the Wick’s theorem. Here L(n)D is a linear operator such that it satisfies
L(n)D [A + B] = L(n)D [A] + L(n)D [B] and L(n)D [αA] = αL(n)D [A] for any operator
A, B and constant α. Equation 3.20 is called the Dyson expansion of the
reduced density matrix with respect to the system-bath coupling.
If one directly use Eq. (3.20) to calculate high order quantities, one will
encounter divergences in the steady-state limit when the adiabatic parameter
approaches zero  → 0. These divergences are due the fact that the Dyson
expansion preserves the time-translational symmetry. To illustrate this di-
vergence, we take the diagonal part of the initial system density matrix ρd




















In the derivation we firstly use the fact that ρd commutes with HS, then we
make variable changes t′n−1 = tn − t1 to obtain the third line, at last we find
that the results can be represented in terms of the derivative of L(n)D (see
Eq. (3.26)). In the matrix element representation and in the limit t0 → −∞,
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where ∆ij = Ei−Ej is the energy spacing between the system eigen-energies.
We can see that in case i = j and → 0, the right-hand side diverges.
Therefore any truncation of the Dyson series leads to divergences except
the lowest order. In principle, any arbitrary initial states lead to the steady
state in the long time limit. But if we keep a finite , then any arbitrary
initial state evolves into a unique final state, even for a long time. In other
words, a one-to-one map exists between the initial state ρI(t0) and the final
state ρI(t). Hence it is possible to find a correct choice of the initial state,
which evolves to the steady state in the long, but finite time. For such a
choice of the initial state, the divergences can be cancelled terms by terms,
leading to a correct prediction of the steady state [61]. Such initial states
can be found by inverting the Dyson expansion of Eq. (3.20), given by
ρI(t0) =
[
1− L(2)D − L(4)D + L(2)D L(2)D − L(6)D
+ L(2)D L(4)D + L(4)D L(2)D − L(2)D L(2)D L(2)D + · · ·
]
ρI(t) (3.24)
This idea of reverse mapping scheme can be recognized as the ordered cumu-
lant proposed by van Kampen in 1974 [119, 120].
We can now construct the high order QME, which is a prerequisite for the
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calculation of high order currents. By differentiating Eq. (3.20) with respect
to time we get
∂ρI
∂t
= L(2)M ρI(t0) + L(4)M ρI(t0) + L(6)M ρI(t0) + · · · , (3.25)







TrB [LV (t)LV (t1) · · · LV (tn−1)(ρB ⊗ ·)] .
(3.26)




t>t1>···>tn−1>t0 dt1 · · · dtn−1.
Due to exactly the same reason as what happens in the Dyson expansion, L(n)M
will also diverge for all n > 2. However, this divergence can be cancelled by a










The above equation is now a closed equation and it is an exact time-local
QME containing high order contributions [110, 121, 60, 117], where all the
terms up the 6th order are listed explicitly. Though in each term there are
still divergences, but in each order the divergences can cancel each other,
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resulting in a finite kernel. The cancellations of the divergences have to be
done analytically by hand. We realize that the lowest order QME is not
altered by this inverse mapping process, except that ρI(t0) is replaced by
ρI(t).
3.2.2 High order currents
The formulation of the currents is equivalent to that of the high order QME.
The currents can be evaluated in principle by 〈J〉 = Tr[%IJ ]. We can use
Eq. (3.19) to expand the full density matrix and then trace over the baths
degrees of freedom. By doing that we are able to define a Dyson expansion
for the current super-operator as
J ρI(t0) = L(2)J ρI(t0) + L(4)J ρI(t0) + L(6)J ρI(t0) + · · · , (3.28)





TrB [ρBJ(t)LV (t1) · · · LV (tn−1)] . (3.29)
We again use the reverse mapping technique to substitute Eq. (3.24) into the
above equation to get the following resulting current super-operator, where
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all divergences are cancelled terms by terms in each order,
J ρI =
[




Then the resulting current can be evaluated by tracing over the system
Hilbert space
〈J〉 = TrS[J ρI ], (3.31)
where ρI need to be obtained through the QME formalism. We notice that
the difference between the QME kernel L(n)M and current kernel L(n)J is only
by changing the first super-operator LV (t) to the current observable J(t),
which implies the equivalence between the QME and current formalism.
This high order QME has a simple form in the super-operator representa-
tion, but in practical calculations it is tedious and involves many techniques.
To illustrate this in detail, we evaluate the 4th order currents explicitly in
the following.
3.2.3 Evaluation of the 4th order currents
In previous sections we have illustrated our method in the super-operator
form. To give a detail example, in this part we explicitly evaluate both the
4th order QME and 4th order currents.
In order to evaluate the 4th order currents, we truncate the series Eq. (3.30)
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up to the 4th order of the system-bath coupling strength η as
J ρI =
[
L(2)J + L(4)J − L(2)J L(2)D + o(η6)
]
ρI . (3.32)











Combining the above two expansions and omitting all terms which has orders
larger than 4, one can get
〈J〉 = Tr(L(2)J ρ(0)I ) + Tr(η2L(2)J ρ(2)I ) + Tr
[ (







where the first term represents the second order current, which is the lowest
order current as discussed in Sec. 3.1. The evaluation of this term is exactly
according to Eq. (3.15), so we will not elaborate here. The second term has
the same kernel as the first term, except that we need to use the second order
reduced density matrix. The evaluation of ρ
(2)
I is a highly non-trivial problem
in general. A possible way is to use the analytical continuation technique as
established in Ref. [122, 110]. If one tends to solve it from QME approach,
one requires to solve the 4th order QME [108]. We will elaborate this later.
The last term is the contribution to the 4th order currents due to the 4th
order kernel. The 0th order reduced density matrix can be obtained from
the 2nd order QME by solving Eq. (3.8). Here we explicitly evaluate this 4th
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dt1dt2dt3TrB [ρBJLV (t1)LV (t2)LV (t3)] ρ(0)I . (3.35)
Here we have extended t0 to −∞ and we measure the currents at t = 0.
Since each LV represents a commutator as LV (t)[ · ] = −i/~[VI(t), · ], there
are totally 8 terms if we expand all the commutators. Each term can be
represented by a diagram as
(1) +→ 0→ 1→ 2→ 3 (2) −→ 3→ 0→ 1→ 2
(3) −→ 2→ 0→ 1→ 3 (4) +→ 3→ 2→ 0→ 1
(5) −→ 1→ 0→ 2→ 3 (6) +→ 3→ 1→ 0→ 2
(7) +→ 2→ 1→ 0→ 3 (2) −→ 3→ 2→ 1→ 0
In the above diagrams the number (i = 1, 2, 3) represents VI(ti) while 0
represents J . The empty square represents the density matrix ρ
(0)
I ⊗ρB. The
symbols are list in the same order as the operators. The sign in front of each
diagram indicates a pre-factor representing the sign of the diagram. For all
diagrams, one needs to multiply a factor of (−i~ )
3, take trace over the bath
and integrate over the time regime 0 > t1 > t3 > t3 > −∞. For example,

















We assume that VI and J are both products of system operators and bath
operators VI = SI ⊗ BI , J = SI ⊗ BI 5. We further assume that the bath
Hamiltonian is quadratic and ρB is an equilibrium distribution such that
Wick’s theorem [22, 123] can be applied to decouple the four point correlation
function to products of two-point correlation function
C(t1, t2, t3, t4) = TrB[ρBBI(t1)BI(t2)BI(t3)BI(t4)]
= C(t1, t2)C(t3, t4)± C(t1, t3)C(t2, t4) + C(t1, t4)C(t2, t3),
(3.37)
where “+” is used if the bath operator is a Boson and “−” is for Fermion. The
two-point correlation function is discussed in Append. A. The correlation
function is the time-translational invariance such that C(t1, t2) = C(t1 −
t2). After applying the Wick’s theorem, the number of diagrams is tripled.
Namely, there are 24 diagrams for this kernel. We use a line connecting two
points to denote the way of Wick’s theorem decomposition. For example, we
use the diagram
0→ 1→ 2→ → 3
5Though the bath operators of J may be different from the bath operators from VI ,
we did not distinguish them for notational simplicity and this difference can be easily
recovered because only J is at t = 0.
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I SI(t3)C(t1 − t3)C(−t2).
(3.38)
Calculating this diagram involves the mixture of multi-integrations and ma-
trix productions. It is computationally expensive and programmatically te-
dious. In Append. D we demonstrate a pseudocode of calculating this dia-
gram.
So far we only analyze the term of L(4)J ρ(0)I in the 4th order kernel. For








dt1dt2dt3TrB [ρBJLV (t1)] TrB [ρBLV (t2)LV (t3)] .
(3.39)
It also contributes 8 terms if we expand all the commutators. By using the

















F(t1, t2, t3) + F(t2, t1, t3) + F(t3, t1, t2)
]
, (3.40)
where F(t1, t2, t3) is any smooth function. A lot of diagrams are cancelled
exactly with those 24 diagrams expanded from the kernel L(4)J and the re-
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maining 20 diagrams are as the following,
(1) +→ 0→ 1→ 2→ 3 (2) −→ 0→ 2→ 1→ 3
(3) +→ 0→ 1→ 2→ 3 (4) −→ 1→ 0→ 2→ 3
(5) −→ 0→ 3→ 1→ 2 (6) +→ 1→ 0→ 3→ 2
(7) +→ 3→ 0→ 1→ 2 (8) −→ 3→ 0→ 2→ 1
(9) −→ 2→ 0→ 1→ 3 (10) +→ 2→ 0→ 3→ 1
The rest of 10 diagrams are complex conjugate of the above 10 diagrams.
Importantly, all the diagrams that diverge are exactly cancelled and all the
remaining diagrams are finite. We will analyze the reason behind this can-
cellation in Sec. 3.3. Here we can computationally implement these diagrams
to get the currents. Some further simplifications of the time integrations are
discussed in Ref. [61] and we will not elaborate here.
For the 4th order QME, we can go through this process and get the simi-
lar diagrams. The only difference is that in QME the super-operator at t = 0
is also a commutator instead of a single operator so the number of diagrams
is exactly doubled. However, the other rules, such as the Wick’s theorem
rules and the cancellation of divergences, are exactly the same as the current
kernel. So here we will not elaborate the diagrams for the QME. However,
we need to solve the high order QME once the diagrams are evaluated. We
introduce a technique to numerically solve the QME via separating the di-
agonal and off-diagonal parts of the reduced density matrix. This technique
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[HS, ρ] + L(2)M ρ+
(
L(4)M − L(2)M L(2)D
)
ρ = 0. (3.41)
As discussed in Sec. 3.1, we can expand ρ according to η and solve the
equation order by order. The 0th order off-diagonal elements are zero and
the diagonal elements can be calculated using L(2)J ρ(0) = 0. The second order
off-diagonal elements can also be evaluated according to the second order
QME via ∆ijρ
(2)
ij = i~(L(2)J ρ(0))ij, i 6= j. However, for the diagonal elements
of ρ(2) one needs the 4th order QME by solving the matrix equation
L(2)M ρ(2)d = −L(2)M ρ(2)f −
(





d denotes of the diagonal part of ρ
(2) and ρ
(2)
f denotes the off-diagonal
part. The right-hand side of the above equation is known as well as the kernel
in the left-hand side. So we are able to solve ρ
(2)
d . By using this leap-frog
method we actually avoid the computation of the complete kernel and hence
reduce the computational complexity [59, 61, 27]. With ρ(2) ready we can
calculate the second term in Eq. (3.34) which complete the calculation of the
4th order currents.
3.2.4 Benchmark with NEGF
The 4th order QME and currents formalism illustrated here is independent of
the types of currents as well as the system Hamiltonian. So it can be applied
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to both electronic transport and thermal transport carried by either electrons
and phonons. Of course it can also be applied to system with electron-phonon
interaction in the center. However, for the purpose of benchmark we choose
two exactly solvable models to compare our 4th order results with exact
results. These two models are quantum dots with non-interacting electrons
connecting to two electronic leads and a single harmonic oscillator connecting











































For both Hamiltonians the first term represent the leads, the second term de-
notes the system-bath coupling and the third term is the system Hamiltonian.
The information of the bath can be described via a spectral density Γα(ε) =∑
k∈α |vαk |2δ(ε − εk) for electronic leads and Γα(ω) =
∑
k∈α |vαk |2δ(ω − ωk)
for phonon leads. Here we choose the spectra functions as Γα(ε) =
η2Γα
1+(ε/εD)2
for electron leads and Γα(ω) =
η2Γαω
1+(ω/ωD)2
for phonon leads, where εD and ωD
represents the cut-off energy and frequency respectively. We can solve these
two models by using non-equilibrium Green’s function technique and then
we can extract the 4th order current exactly as illustrated in Append. F.
Figure 3.1 shows the results of electronic current versus the system-bath
coupling η, for different approaches in solving the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.43).
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of 2nd order and 4th order QME results with exact re-
sults for non-interacting quantum dot model. The exact results are obtained from
NEGF. The parameters are: µL = 1.5ε0, µR = 0.5ε0, TL = TR = 0.02ε0/kB, The
Lorentzian cut off energy εD = 10ε0, ΓL = ΓR = 1.
The results solved from 2nd order QME, 4th order QME and NEGF are
displayed. The NEGF results are exact. We can immediately observe that
the 2nd order QME technique gives the results correct up to η/ε0 ≈ 0.2, and
the 4th order QME has significant improvement to extend the validity of the
results up to η/ε0 ≈ 0.5, which reaches the moderate coupling regime. To
quantify the results better, we extract the 2nd and 4th order coefficients by
expanding the currents as I = a2η
2 + a4η
4 for both the electronic current
in quantum dot and heat current in harmonic oscillator so that we are able
to compare the coefficients directly. We find that the coefficients match
remarkably well as seen from Fig. 3.2.
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(a) Quantum dot model.






















(b) Harmonic oscillator model
Figure 3.2: Benchmark of the 2nd order coefficients (a2) and 4th order coefficients
(a4) from QME with those obtained from NEGF. The solid line are the results
extracted from NEGF and the dots are from 4th QME technique. The parameters
are: panel (a) µL = µ(1 + δµ) and µR = µ(1 − δµ) with δµ = 0.5. Lorentz cut-
off energy εD = 10ε0 and TL = TR = 1ε0/kB; panel (b) TL = T (1 + δT ) and
TR = T (1− δT ) with δT = 0.5, Lorentz-Drude cut off energy ωD = 1.0ω0. Figure
adapted from J. Chem. Phys. 141, 194101 (2014). Copyrighted by the American
Institute of Physics.
3.3 Strong system-bath coupling theory
The QME approach is challenging in the strong system-bath coupling since
it does perturbation on it. It is only possible if one can sum up all the terms
in the perturbation expansion. However, each term contains many diagrams
so that calculating diagrams one by one, as illustrated in the 4th order calcu-
lation, becomes a nearly impossible task. A resolution to this problem would
be using the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) technique, such that all the di-
agrams are computationally generated and evaluated in a probabilistic way.
So in this section we will first discuss the possibility of QMC to handle the
steady-state quantum transport. In the second part of this section, we will
introduce self-consistent Born approximation (SBCA) scheme in the frame
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of NEGF to handle transport with EPI. It does perturbation on the EPI
strength but not the system-bath coupling. So in case of weak EPI, NEGF
is a suitable approach, even in the regime of strong system-bath coupling.
3.3.1 QME approach with QMC technique
In Sec. 3.2 we have discussed the inverting mapping approach. That approach
in principle could generate all the diagrams in the expansion. However, the
number of diagrams increases factorially when we increase the order, and
the mixture of integration and Wick’s theorem pairing makes the problem
extremely tedious. Hence, a systematic way of generating diagrams is essen-
tial in order to make QMC feasible. In 1974, van Kampen recognized this
problem as the calculation of the ordered cumulant[119, 120] and provided a
diagrammatic approach to generate the diagrams. For the ordered cumulant
of order m, the kernel of master equation can be obtained via the following
steps
1. Write a sequence of m dots.
2. Insert 〈· · · 〉 into the sequence for all possible ways to partition the se-
quence into p subsequences (avoid empty subsequence). Then multiply
by a factor of (−1)p+1.
3. Assign 0 to the first dot and assign a permutation of 1, 2, · · · ,m− 1 to
the rest of the dots, under the condition that within each subsequence,
the number should increase.
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4. Put LV to the first dot (For current kernel, it is J instead), and put
LV (tn) for the rest of the dots, with n being the number assigned.
5. Integrate over all the tn within the regime 0 > t1 > t2 > · · · > tm−1,
and take the trace over the baths for all the angular brackets 〈· · · 〉.
These expansion rules are equivalent to the rules suggested from the inverse
mapping technique, but they are organized in such a way that the integra-
tions are unified. Such unification makes diagram generation convenient.
However, these rules are still not enough to carry out the numerical simula-
tions because, (i) divergences still exist for some diagrams, which can only
be cancelled with other diagrams. (ii) Wick’s theorem has not been applied
yet. To accomplish these two tasks, we rearrange the diagrams and get a
new set of rules as following
1. Write a sequence of m dots.
2. Write a zero on the first dot, and any permutation of the numerals
1, 2, . . . ,m on the remaining dots, subject to the condition that the
(2n− 1)th dot is smaller than the (2n)th dot.
3. Insert angular brackets 〈· · · 〉 to the entire sequence, and insert 〉〈 in-
between the numbers whenever the numbers decrease. In such way, the
sequence is partitioned into p subsequences.
4. Supply a factor (−1)p+1.
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5. Apply Wick’s theorem within all subsequences, discard all non-entangled
diagrams. (The diagram is called non-entangled diagram if and only
if there exists a subsequences, such that it can be further partitioned
into two parts and the Wick’s theorem lines does not cross over.)
6. Replace each numeral n by its super-operator LV (tn), carry out the av-
eraging and integrate over time t1, t2, . . . , tm−1, subject to the condition
t > t1 > · · · > tm−1
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Benchmark of the high order QME method with the help of QMC tech-
nique with the NEGF results. The quantum Monte Carlo involves 104 diagrams.
This results are in high bias limit, where µL = +∞ and µR = −∞.
A pseudocode on how to generate the diagrams is illustrated in Ap-
pend. E. The evaluation of the diagrams shares the same spirit as the cal-
culation of diagrams in the fourth order formalism. All diagrams generated
from the above rules are convergent.
A systematical way of generating convergent diagrams is the key step
towards an exact simulation. However, In each diagrams multiple integra-
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tions are still involved. We find that the sampling and updating over the
integration points is challenging and a proper method is still yet discovered.
Therefore in the following calculations we do not use Monte Carlo to sample
the integration points. Instead, we perform the integration by using brute
force. In other words, the QMC developed here so far still differs the con-
ventional QMC, in the sense that we only sample and update the diagrams
but not the integration points within a diagram. Each diagram is evaluated
exactly using brute force method.
For the purpose of benchmark, we use the Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.43) to
compare the QMC result with the exact results obtained from NEGF for a
quantum dot model. The comparison is shown in Fig. 3.3. For simplicity, we
evaluate the current in the high voltage bias limit. We find they are match
well within the error of QMC. The errors of QMC results increase with the in-
creasing of system-bath coupling. This is expected because in large η the high
order diagrams become important and more diagrams are involved, making
QMC difficult to converge the samples. This approach is able to calculate
exact currents with any nonlinearity, but it is computationally expensive so
it is suitable for small system with strong nonlinearity.
3.3.2 NEGF approach with SCBA technique
In this section we introduce the technique of NEGF to solve the EPI problems
in the regime of strong system-bath coupling but weak EPI. If EPI does not
exist, NEGF can solve transport problem exactly [100, 7, 124]. However, in
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the presence of EPI, we need to do perturbation on it [7, 51, 47, 48, 25].
In this section we address the NEGF technique to solve the Hamiltonian












kdi + H.c., α = L,R is the system-lead coupling Hamiltonian. The
system Hamiltonian contains electrons, phonons and electron-phonon inter-






















The key quantities in NEGF technique are the Green’s functions, which
can be defined on the Keldysh contour
Gij(τ, τ













where TC denotes contour order super-operator. The contour runs from −∞
to +∞ and goes back to −∞. The Keldysh contour can be divided into upper
and lower branches so the Green’s function can be written in a matrix form,
where Gt, G<, G>, Gt¯, are the time-ordered, lesser, greater and anti-time-
ordered Green’s functions respectively. Above i and j represent the spatial
places of the operators ci and cj. Therefore the Green’s functions can be
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partitioned according to their spatial regimes. For example GLC,<ij represents
the lesser Green’s function with i in space of left lead and j in the system
(center). In this thesis we omit the spatial indices when both indices are in
the center.
The electron currents (or heat currents), demonstrated in Eq. (2.51), can
be expressed in terms of Green’s functions









where the time arguments in brackets indicates the evolution with respect to
the full Hamiltonian; the angular bracket 〈· · · 〉 means average over the initial
state. The trace is taken over the space degrees of freedom. These Green’s
functions are time-translational invariance in steady state so we can write
them as a function of single time as G(t1− t2) = G(t1, t2). Therefore we can






From the equation of motion method we can find the link between the lead-
center Green’s function and the center Green’s function in frequency domain
as [7]
GCL,<(ε) = Gr(ε)vLgL,<(ε) +G<(ε)vLga,<(ε), (3.50)
6The type indices of Green’s function (e.g. lesser, greater, et.al) will be omitted if the
formula is valid to all of them.
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where Gr and Ga are the retarded and advanced Green’s functions. They
have the relations Gr = Gt − G<, and Ga = G< − Gt¯. Here gα, α = L,R
denotes the surface Green’s function of lead α. It has the same definition
as G except that the evolution is according to Hamiltonian of lead Hα only
and the average is also taken with respect to the equilibrium density matrix
of lead α. This surface Green’s function is normally easy to obtain, at least
numerically, when the lead Hamiltonian is quadratic with periodic structure





, we can write








Tr [G>Σ<L −G<Σ>L ] , (3.51)
where the self-energy is defined as Σα = v
αgα(v
α)T , α = L,R. Similarly,








(ε− µL)Tr [G>Σ<L −G<Σ>L ] , (3.52)
Therefore, in order to obtain the currents, the main task is to calculate
the greater and lesser Green’s function of the center. Such calculations are
non-trivial for a nonlinear center. For system with EPI when polaron trans-
formation is available, we can estimate these Green’s functions from polaron
transformation approach (For instance, see Append. B). For general, we
need to treat the EPI Hamiltonian as a perturbation. Thus we work in the
interaction picture with the EPI as the perturbation Hamiltonian. Hence the
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contour ordered Green’s function can be written as
Gij(τ, τ






where the integration is taken over the contour. The time evolution now
is corresponding to the unperturbed Hamiltonian. We can now expand the
scattering evolution in powers of Hepi. The 0th order term will be the non-
interacting Green’s function denoted as G0(τ, τ
′). The 1st order term will
vanish because the average of position operator of the phonon is zero. The
2nd order term is the lowest contribution from EPI. In terms of nonlinear
self-energy, the second term can be written as
G(τ, τ ′) = G0(τ, τ ′) +
∫
c
dτ1dτ2G0(τ, τ1)Σn(τ1, τ2)G(τ2, τ
′), (3.54)
where Σn is the nonlinear self-energy. In case of the standard EPI Hamilto-
nian (Eq. (2.16)), this nonlinear self-energy contains the Fock diagram ΣF
and Hartree diagram ΣH , as shown in Fig. 3.4. Explicitly they are





ljG0,kl(τ1, τ2)D0,pq(τ1, τ2), (3.55)





ijG0,lk(τ1, τ1)D0,pq(τ1, τ2), (3.56)
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where D is the Green’s function for phonon defined as
Dij(τ, τ
′) = − i
~
〈TCxi(τ)xj(τ ′)〉 , (3.57)









Figure 3.4: The diagrammatic illustration of (a) the Fock term and (b) the Hartree
term for EPI nonlinear self-energy. The smooth lines represent the electron Green’s
function while the jagged line is the phonon Green’s function. The nodes represent
the EPI tensor M .
So far we complete the theory, in the sense that the above formulas con-
tain a close set of equations and one can solve them in principle. However,
they are still on the contour. Thus for practical calculations the contour
ordered equations should be converted to real time equations. This can be
done by using the Lengreth theorem [124]. After that is more convenient
to transform the equations to energy domain. So we can get a closed set
of equations to evaluate the Green’s functions. Here we will not elaborate
the transformations one by one, instead we summarize them into a stepwise
algorithm for real calculation
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1. Evaluate the self-energies of the leads Σα, α = L,R.
For electronic leads, this self-energy is related to the spectral functions
Γα as Σ
<
α = iΓαfα, Σ
>
α = −iΓα(1 − fα), Σrα = Λα − iΓα/2 and Σaα =
(Σrα)
†, where fα is the Fermi-Dirac distribution of lead α, Λα can be
obtained via Krammers-Kronig relation from the imaginary part of the
self-energy. For example, for the Lorentz type spectral density with
single degree of freedom in center, we take Γα(ε) = η
2Γα/(1+(ε/εD)
2),
the retarded self-energy can be found as Σrα = [(ε−iεD)εDη2Γα]/[2(ε2+
ε2D)].
2. Evaluate the non-interacting Green’s functions G0 and D0
7
Gr0(ε) = [ε−Hele − ΣrL(ε)− ΣrR(ε)]−1 (3.58)










2 −K − ΠrL(ε)− ΠrR(ε)]−1 (3.60)









where K is the force constant. Πα, α = L,R is the self-energy of a
phonon lead α. In case that the phonon is not connected to leads,
Π = 0.
7Here we set ~ = 1 to get consistent notation between the energy of electron and
frequency of phonon.
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3. Evaluate the non-linear self-energies ΣF and ΣH





















+ G<0,ij(ε− ε′)Dr0,kl(ε) +Gr0,ij(ε− ε′)Dr0,kl(ε)
]
(3.63)














and ΣH,<mn = 0. The Fock diagrams are constant with respect to energy.






F,r + ΣH,r)Gr(a) (3.65)




5. Iterate step 3 and step 4 by replacing Gr0 and G
<
0 with G
r and G< until
convergence is achieved.
6. Evaluate the currents according to Eq. (3.51) and Eq. (3.52)
This procedure is called NEGF with Born approximation if step 5 is ignored
and called self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA) if the Green’s func-
tions are evaluated iteratively using step 5. Here in this approach the phonon
self-energies and phonon Green’s functions are not determined by iteration,
as there is no phonon leads connecting to the system, assuming that elec-
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tronic system does not have a backaction to the phonon system. If one needs
to go beyond, further iterations on phonon Green’s function are required as
demonstrated in Ref. [51].
3.4 Summary
In this Chapter, we developed theoretical tools to deal with quantum trans-
port through nonlinear systems. The achievements are the following
• We rigorously developed a QME theory for the calculation of currents,
which can handle nonlinear system with arbitrary nonlinear strength
in the weak system-bath coupling regime.
• We extended the QME theory to moderate coupling strength by calcu-
lating higher order diagrams, and demonstrated the validity by com-
paring with NEGF.
• We extended the QME further by using Monte Carlo technique to eval-
uation all diagrams, which in principle enable us to evaluate currents




Effects of EPI on steady-state
transport
In Chap. 3 we have discussed several steady-state quantum transport theo-
ries with respect to different system-bath coupling strength. In this chapter,
we will apply those theories to nanostructures with EPI, for the models dis-
cussed in Chap. 2, and investigate the effects of EPI on quantum transport.
First of all, in nanostructures EPI has strong influences on the I − V char-
acteristics. In most cases, the electronic conductance will be suppressed due
to the EPI scattering. However, in some scenarios EPI can enhance the
electronic conductance as the appearance of the phonon sidebands, due to
the effect of phonon assisted tunneling (PAT). Secondly, EPI is one of the
reasons to induce negative differential conductance (NDR), which has wide
applications in the design of electronic devices. Thirdly, We will also investi-
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gate the effects of EPI on the thermoelectric properties of the nanostructures
and find that EPI has a significant effects on the thermoelectric efficiency.
Lastly, since EPI is the most important scattering mechanism to cause Joule
heating, we will investigate these local heating effects and study its relation
to the EPI strength.
To analyze the EPI effect, throughout this chapter we use the Hamiltonian
of quantum transport set as





























2ω0 is the system-environment coupling. The system
Hamiltonian contains electrons, phonons and electron-phonon interaction as
discussed in Chap. 2
HS = ε0d
†d+ ω0a†a+ λd†d(a† + a) (4.2)
where a† and a are creation and annihilation operators of the phonon defined




(a†+a). The system-bath coupling
are characterized by ηL, ηR and ηE for the coupling towards the left lead, right
lead and the environment respectively. The spectral density used here are of
Lorentzian type discussed in Append. A.
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4.1 I − V characteristics
4.1.1 Phonon assisted tunnelling
One of the most important consequences of EPI on quantum transport in
nanostructures is its strong influences on the I − V characteristics. In the
presence of EPI, electrons will experience inelastic scattering during trans-
port and hence lose its energy resulting in a suppressed electronic conduc-
tance. However, in some circumstances, phonons can adjust the energy levels
of the electrons and hence facilities the tunneling of those electrons. Such
phonon assisted tunneling will, counter-intuitively, enhance the electronic
conductance. Experimentally, PAT will manifest itself as an appearance of
phonon sidebands in the plot of differential conductance (dI/dV ) with re-
spect to voltage bias (∆V ). For elastic tunneling with EPI, only resonant
peaks will appear when the energies of resonant levels fit into the biased volt-
age. For example, a single quantum dot with only one electron level inside,
there will be only one resonant peak. However, when the electron is cou-
pled to the phonon modes, there will be extra peaks appearing at the sides
of the resonant peak, which are termed as phonon sidebands. The distance
between the resonant peaks and first side peak is equal to the energy of the
phonon. These sidebands provide explicit evidence of the existence of EPI
in nano-junctions. Experimentally, from the finding of PAT in 1980s [127],
these sidebands have wide applications, including the screening of proper
connected molecular junctions[4, 88, 128, 129] or to identify the vibrational
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modes[72, 73, 130, 131, 132].

















Figure 4.1: Demostration of sequential tunnelling in single electron interacting
quantum dot. (a): Electron experiences elastic tunnelling when the energy level
is in-between the chemical potentials of the leads; (b): Electrons absorb a phonon
when tunnelling into the right lead, recognized as inelastic tunnelling.
Here we give an intuitive picture to understand the physics of PAT as
illustrated in Fig. 4.1. When an electron experiences resonant tunneling
Fig. 4.1(a), the electronic current is large when the resonant level ε0 is in-
between the chemical potentials of the leads. When ε0 is above or below both
the chemical potentials of leads, the electron has to tunnel over a potential
barrier, so the probability of such tunneling will be suppressed, resulting in
a small electronic conductance. Therefore there will be only one resonant
peak in differential conductance characteristics. However, when this electron
is interacting with a phonon mode Fig. 4.1(b), the electron can absorb a
phonon when it tunnels over the barrier. In other words, it opens an extra
tunneling channel when the potential barrier equals to the energy of the
phonon. This increment of phonon-induced channel is the reason for the first
order phonon sidebands. Subsequently, higher order sidebands are caused by
absorbing two or more phonons.
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Rigorous theoretical investigation on PAT is developed in the last decades,
from single electron scattering theory to many-body theories. With these the-
ories one can predict the width and the height of the sidebands[46], analyze
the effects from temperature and bath properties, and find ways to control
the phonon scattering.
In the early stage, PATs are investigated under the single electron scat-
tering picture where leads are not present. By solving the EPI Hamiltonian,
one can calculate the transmission probability T (ε, ε′) when an electron with
energy ε passes through the EPI scattering system and leaves with energy
ε′ (for example, see Ref. [133]). This scattering picture can predict the side-
bands while the effect of Fermi-Dirac nature of the electronic leads cannot be
captured. In order to take the leads into account, this method is often gen-
eralized by using an effective transmission function T (ε, ε′)fL(ε)[1− fR(ε′)],
where fL and fR are the Fermi-Dirac distribution for the left and right leads
respectively. In such treatments, one can put in temperatures or chemical
potentials of the leads. Such formalism can predict the phonon sidebands,
which is always in Lorentzian type. However, such approach neglects the
Pauli exclusion principle in the system, which makes the theory always over-
estimate the electronic current. We would consider such methods are still in
semi-classical regime where the quantized electronic conductance e2/h, pre-
dicted by the Landauer scattering theory, cannot be recovered even in the
complete ballistic transport regime.
With the development of many-body transport theory, more rigorous
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methods appear to handle EPI, especially in the framework of NEGF [33,
34, 46, 35, 50, 134] and the rate equation approach[57, 56, 58]. In NEGF ap-
proach the peaks predicted are generally sharper than those predicted from
single-body theory. The quantum master equation, described in the first
part, gives the advantage that it can handle the nonlinearity of EPI exactly.
The quantum mechanical features of the system Hamiltonian are fully cap-
tured and the quantum coherences are properly taken care of. The theory
is based on the perturbation on the system-bath coupling, therefore it works
better in the weak system-bath coupling regime while it is also possible to
go beyond as discussed in Sec. 3.2.
By using QME theory in the Redfield limit, we focus on the PAT in the
regime with strong EPI. We solve the Hamiltonian up to the second order of
currents. In this calculation we assume the phonon are not connected to its
environment ηE = 0. The I − V characteristics are shown in Fig. 4.2. The
results of phonon sidebands are shown in Fig. 4.3. When there is no EPI (λ =
0), there will be a resonant peak at each side of ε0. The distance of the peak to
ε0 is determined by the temperature of the leads. However, then the electron
is interacting with a phonon, we realize that EPI has two major effects on the
peaks in differential conductance curve. i) It shifts the position of resonant
peak due to the formation of polaron, and the resonant energy is renormalized
to ε0 − λ2/~ω0. Therefore, with the increase of the EPI strength, the two
resonant peaks gradually shift to 0 and they eventually merges together when
λ = 1.0. ii) It induces the sidebands at every distance of ~ω0. The nth order
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Figure 4.2: The appearance of PAT in the I − V characteristics in symmetric
bias for different EPI strength. The parameters are TL = TR = 0.02~ω0/kB,
Vbias = µL − µR and we keep µR = 0. The Lorentzian cut-off energy of the leads
εD = 10~ω0. The system-bath coupling is η = ηL = ηR = 0.1~ω0. We set ηE = 0,
so the system is not coupled to the phonon leads. The resonant energy ε0 = 1.0~ω0,
All the parameters (including λ) are in units of ~ω0 and in computer we set ~ω0=1
sidebands corresponds to the n phonon scattering process. When we increase
the voltage bias via symmetrically changing the left and right lead chemical
potentials while keep the Fermi-energy (defined as (µL+µR)/2) of the centre
fixed, the sidebands appear at both sides of the resonant peak [Fig. 4.3(a)
and Fig. 4.3(b)]. However, if we fix the chemical potential for one of the
leads and increase the bias by increasing the chemical potential of the other
lead, then the sidebands only appear at one side [Fig. 4.3(c)].
To fully characterize the phonon sidebands, we need to investigate the
bandwidth, the number of sidebands and the weight of the resonant peak
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Figure 4.3: The appearance of phonon sidebands for different EPI strength. (a):
low temperature (TL = TR = 0.02~ω0/kB) and symmetrically biased voltage
(µL = Vbias, µR = −Vbias); (b) high temperature (TL = TR = 0.1~ω0/kB) and
symmetrically biased voltage. (c): low temperature and asymmetric biased volt-
age (µL = Vbias and µR = 0). The resonant energy, system-bath coupling strength
and other parameters are the same as Fig. 4.2. Figure is adapted from AIP Ad-
vances, 5, 053204 (2015). Copyrighted at American Institute of Physics.
comparing to the sidebands. These features will determine how important
the inelastic scattering are to the quantum transport and how the other pa-
rameters, including the EPI strength and temperature, affect the EPI scat-
tering. As we can see from all the panels in Fig. 4.3, the heights of the
sidebands decrease rapidly with the increasing order. Intuitively it can be
understood that all the higher order scatterings have less probability to hap-
pen. Mathematically it is due to Frank-Condon suppression [135, 136, 36].
For the weight of the resonant peak, we find that it decreases with increas-
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ing of either temperature or EPI strength. This results are consistent with
NEGF approach [46]. It is physically reasonable because when temperature
or EPI strength becomes large, the phonon modes will become more active
and thus the inelastic scattering will be enhanced compared with the elastic
scattering. Here we remark that this temperature effect only appears when
the distribution of the phonon is in non-equilibrium state determined by the
leads temperatures. In some approximation schemes the phonon is treated
at fixed temperature then such temperature effects will not be captured. In-
teresting phenomena appear when the two resonant peaks get close enough,
extra sidebands, with peak distance less that ~ω0 appear as we can see when
λ = 0.9 at [Fig. 4.3(a)]. Those sidebands have distance of ~ω0 to the resonant
peak at the other side, which could be considered as the conversion of the
electron to hole transport due the presence of phonon scattering.
4.1.2 Negative differential resistance
Negative differential resistance (NDR) means negative value of dI/dV . So in
the I − V characteristics there exists a voltage range such that the current
decreases even though the biased voltage increases. This counter-intuitive
phenomenon has wide applications in circuit design. NDR in nano-junction
attracts intensive investigations both theoretically [77, 136, 78] and experi-
mentally [71].
In molecular junction setup, we find that EPI can be one of the reasons to
cause NDR, especially when the state of the molecular vibration is sensitive to
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the possible NDR mechanism due to EPI. The occupa-
tion probability of resonant (black line), which carry the majority of current, may
decrease with increasing µL.
currents. By solving the EPI Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.1) within the second order
QME formalism under the condition ηE = 0, we show the results in Fig. 4.5.
We fix the chemical potential of the right lead (µR = 0) and vary the biased
voltage by adjusting the chemical potential of the left lead. By doing that, we
find weak NDR when the system-lead coupling strength are symmetric ( ηL =
ηR) [Fig. 4.5(a)]. Interestingly, NDR disappears if ηR is reduced [Fig. 4.5(b)]
and NDR is greatly enhanced if ηL is reduced [Fig. 4.5(c)]. It indicates
that NDR is sensitive to the asymmetry of the system-bath coupling. To
enhance NDR one needs to make the voltage varying lead to couple stronger
to the system than the other voltage fixed lead. This EPI induced NDR
can be understood from an intuitive picture considering the redistribution of
the phonon states of the molecule in the system, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
In the presence of EPI, the distribution of phonon states depends on the
chemical potentials of the leads. As discussed in the Sec. 4.1.1, the 0th order
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Figure 4.5: Prediction of NDR using QME formalism with different coupling
strength. (a) ηL = ηR = η, (b) ηL = 0.1ηR = η and (c) ηR = 0.1ηL = η, by
keeping η = 0.1. For all plots µR is fixed at 0 and µL = Vbias. The temperature is
fixed at TL = TR = 0.02~ω0/kB for both leads. The resonant energy ε0 = 1.0~ω0
and ηE = 0. Other parameters are the same as Fig. 4.2. Figure is adapted from
AIP Advances, 5, 053204 (2015). Copyrighted at American Institute of Physics.
band carries the majority of currents. Therefore, the currents decrease if
the probability of the molecule in such zero phonon resonant band decreases.
However, enlarging the voltage of the left lead can bring the Fermi-energy
away from such states and thus causes a reduction in the currents. In this
case the redistribution of molecular states in response to the varying voltage
bias is the origin of the NDR. We note that such NDR can be predicted
only if the distribution of phonon is determined dynamically by the steady-
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state distribution. If one treats the phonon in equilibrium under some fixed
temperature, NDR is not able to be predicted. As seen from both the cases of
PAT and NDR, the non-equilibrium nature of the phonon distribution plays
an important role in the effect of EPI on the I − V characteristics[34, 137].
It brings new physics, especially in the strong EPI regime.
We also investigate the effects of EPI strength on the NDR and find that
in both weak and strong EPI regime significance of NDR reduces [136]. As
shown in Fig. 4.5, moderate EPI strength fits best if one intends to find signifi-
cant NDR. Physically for weak EPI the effects of phonon will not be obvious
while in strong EPI regime, the contribution of the zero phonon resonant
band reduces, resulting in the fact that the redistribution of the molecular
vibrational states will not have significant influence on the conductance. So
in order to maximize NDR effects one should compromise these two effects
and search in the moderate EPI strength regime.
4.2 Thermoelectric properties
With the advances of the nano-scale technologies, the investigations on the
thermoelectric materials have attracted intense attention. Nanostructure
materials have reached the avenue that its diversity in physical or chemical
properties provides great potential in search for high performance thermo-
electric devices [39, 98]. However, due to the high electronic current density
in nanostructures, the EPI plays an important role during the thermoelectric
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transport, which general suppresses the thermoelectric performance. In this
section, we will study the effect of EPI on the thermoelectric properties of
nanostructures.
4.2.1 Thermoelectric currents
Figure 4.6: Thermoelectric current in different EPI strength. Electron current
is in units of eη/~. The phonon is subject to a background with temperature of
TE = 5~ω0/kB. The left and right leads are at temperature TL = TE + ∆T and
TR = TE − ∆T with ∆T = 3~ω0/kB. The other parameters are, η = ηL = ηR,
η2E = 0.05η
2, and µL = µR = 0. The unit of current is normalized to η. In
computer we set η = 0.1 and ~ω0 = 1.0. The cut-off energy of the electron spectra
is εD = 10~ω0 and cut-off frequency of the phonon lead is ωD = 10ω0. This figure
is adapted from Phys. Rev. B, 91, 045410 (2015). Copyrighted by the American
Physical Society
We first look at the effects of EPI on thermoelectric currents, which are
the electronic currents induced by temperature bias when voltage bias is not
imposed. The thermoelectric current is due to the unbalanced distribution
of the charge density between the left and right leads in the presence of
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temperature difference. For example, considering electrons with energy larger
than the chemical potential of the leads, their density will be large in high
temperature lead and small in low temperature lead. Thus electrons will
diffuse from the high temperature leads to the low temperature lead, resulting
in the thermoelectric currents.
Figure 4.7: The dependence of (a) voltage bias current and (b) thermoelectric
current on the EPI strength under different ε0 (in units of ~ω0). (a), µL = ~ω0,
µR = −~ω0 and TL = TR = 0.02~ω0. (b), TL = 0.08~ω0, TR = 0.02~ω0 and
µL = µR = 0. We set ηL = ηR = η = 0.1 and η
2
E = 0.05η
2. All other parameters
are the same as Fig. 4.6. This figure is adapted from AIP Advances, 5, 053204
(2015). Copyrighted at American Institute of Physics.
We investigate the effects of EPI strength on the thermoelectric trans-
port. Figure 4.7 demonstrates the thermoelectric current [Fig. 4.7(b)] and
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Figure 4.8: Thermoelectric coefficients of an EPI system. Electronic conductance
Ge (panel a), thermal conductance κ (panel b), Seebeck coefficient S (panel c) and
log of figure of merits log(ZT ) (panel d) are plotted as a function of the resonant
energy ε0 and EPI strength λ. The temperature is TL = TR = TE = 5~ω0/kB and




All other parameters are same as Fig. 4.6. Adapted from Phys. Rev. B, 91, 045410
(2015). Copyrighted by the American Physical Society
voltage-induced current [Fig. 4.7(a)] against the EPI strength λ by solving
second order current (Sec. 3.1) for Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.1). From Fig. 4.7(a)
we observe that the maximum electronic current one can obtain via adjusting
ε0 decreases with respect to the increase of λ. This is expected because a
strong EPI causes more scatterings during electronic transport and thus it
reduces the optimized electronic current. However, for a particular ε0, we
can find that in certain regime EPI can enhance the conductance. This is be-
cause the formation of polaron shifts the energy of electron into the resonant
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band. For the effects of EPI on the thermoelectric current as demonstrated
in Fig. 4.7(b), we also find that EPI causes decrease to electronic current in
general. And for a specific ε0 there is a peak in current denoting an optimized
EPI strength. Importantly, in thermoelectric current profile the current can
change sign with varying EPI strength λ. To comprehensively understand
this phenomenon, we give an overall picture of the thermoelectric current
with respect to both ε0 and λ as shown in Fig. 4.7. First of all, we observe
that for any strength of λ, one can always tune the direction of the current
through a gate voltage by controlling ε0. This is well known in the literature
that the gate voltage can control the type of charge carriers (electrons or
holes) and thus change the direction of thermoelectric current [138]. The
most interesting phenomenon is that the carrier type can even be tuned via
adjusting the strength of EPI, in the regime when ε0 is larger than the Fermi
energy. This phenomenon is particularly interesting because recent experi-
ments demonstrate that the EPI strength can be tuned by controlling the
quantum dot position relative to the phonon. One could expect that the
vibration of the system can even control the direction of electronic current
flow, which adds extra control degrees of freedom in electronic devices design.
The red line in Fig. 4.7 denotes the position with zero current, indicating the
boundary of the sign change. Physically this change of direction is due to
polaron shift which renormalizes the energy of the electron by amount of
λ2/(~ω0), as discussed in Sec. 2.2.4. When this energy shifting brings the
energy of electron from above the Fermi-level to below the Fermi level, one
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could expect that the thermoelectric current changes direction. So in con-
clusion, the EPI can alter the thermoelectric current in various ways. It can
enhance, suppress, and even change direction of the thermoelectric current.
It provides extra controls over the voltage-induced currents.
4.2.2 Thermoelectric efficiency
To complete the study of the thermoelectric properties, an important aspect
is to find the thermoelectric efficiency. In the linear response regime, thermo-
electric efficiency is measured via a dimensionless quantity called the figure
of merit ZT . Many efforts have been devoted to search materials with high
ZT . Ultimately, an infinitely ZT means an ideal heat-electric converter with
Carnot engine efficiency.
In linear response regime, electronic currents (Ie) and heat currents (Ih)










The off-diagonal elements are the same due to the Onsager symmetry [139,
140]. Based on this Onsager matrix, we can then define the electronic con-
ductance Ge, Seebeck coefficients S, thermal conductance κ and ZT via the
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standard formula [141, 142]














The results of these thermoelectric quantities, based on the Redfield QME
solutions to the system Hamiltonian Eq. (4.1), are demonstrated in Fig. 4.8,
by investigating their dependences on the resonant energy ε0 and the EPI
strength λ. As expected, we find the polaron shift effects from the electronic
conductance and Seebeck coefficients. For the calculation of thermal con-
ductance, we ignore the phonon contribution because it is generally small
in nano-conductor system. From Fig. 4.8(b) we find that when EPI is weak
(small λ), the thermal conductance κ approaches zero. This is due to the
fact that when EPI is absent, there is only one channel for the electron to
tunnel so the contribution of energy current is completely due to the particle
current, while entropy flow is impossible from left to right lead. Such mate-
rials with restricted tunneling channels are actually ideal for thermoelectric
devices because they present high efficiency [143]. However, in realistic ma-
terial, EPI is not avoidable. Any small perturbation of phonon via EPI will
cause level broadening of the electronic energy and thus greatly reduce the
thermoelectric performance. We can see this from Fig. 4.8(d) where the fig-
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ure of merit ZT decreases rapidly with the increasing of EPI strength. In
Fig. 4.9 we explicitly plot ZT with respect to λ and find that the drasti-
cal drop of ZT starts from very small EPI strength λ but ZT saturates at
large λ. For system with strong EPI, ZT is not sensitive to the resonant
energy ε0 anymore. This is due to the fact that in the strong scattering sys-
tem, ε0 always change the electronic conductance and thermal conductance
simultaneously and thus ZT is not seriously affected.
Figure 4.9: EPI strength dependence of ZT for different resonant energy ε0. The
temperature is TL = TR = TE = 5~ω0/kB and chemical potential is µL = µR = 0.
We set ηL = ηR = η = 0.1 and η
2
E = 0.05η
2. All other parameters are same as
Fig. 4.6. The other parameters are same as Fig. 4.6. Adapted from Phys. Rev.
B, 91, 045410 (2015). Copyrighted by the American Physical Society
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4.3 Backaction: local heating
So far all the investigations focus on the effects of EPI on the quantum trans-
port. Another important aspect would be the backaction of the electronic
current on the phonon. This backaction can be quite strong in some scenar-
ios in the strong EPI regime [144, 145] and it in turn has strong effect on
I − V characteristics, [137], PAT [34] and NDR [84, 146]. In nano-junction
this backaction is important because the electron current can heat up the
system, hence it affects the stability of the devices [147, 136, 148, 149, 28],
and even causes breakdown of entire setup [48]. In some ultra-sensitive mea-
surement applications using NEMS, the electronic current is used to sense
the signal of the mechanical motion of the phonon. However, the electronic
current should not disturb the mechanical system during measuring so that
the backaction is preferred to be minimized [144, 145, 86, 75].
If the electrons and phonons are decoupled, the phonon modes will equi-
librate to its environment. In such cases the phonon number obeys the Bose-
Einstein distribution neq = [e
βB~ω0 − 1]−1, where kBTB = β−1B denotes the
temperature of the environment. However, when the electrons and phonon
modes are strongly coupled, polaron is formed. When such EPI system gets
equilibrated, it should be the polaron in the equilibrium distribution instead
of the phonon. In such cases, we need obtain the phonon number through
system reduced density matrix. We first get the equilibrium reduced density
matrix for the entire EPI system as ρ ∝ e−βEHS , then we trace over the
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electron degrees of freedom to get the phonon occupation number. Detail
derivation of the phonon number is demonstrated in Ref. [27] and also in
Append. C. The resulting formula is
neq =
1




where the first term denotes the Bose-Einstein phonon number while the sec-
ond term reflects the effects from the formation of polaron when an electron
is present. This term is the polaron energy λ2/(~ω0) (normalized by the
phonon energy ~ω0) multiplied by the electron occupation number and the
electron number is determined by the Fermi-Dirac statistics. This phonon
statistics is a generalization of the Bose-Einstein statistics for systems with
EPI and it will reduce back to Bose-Einstein statistics in the weak EPI limit,
when the first term dominates. However, the second term can dominate over
the first term in strong EPI regime or in low temperature regime. Eq. (4.8)
enables exact estimation of equilibrium phonon number in the presence of
EPI, in the sense that it can be applied to arbitrary strong EPI strength.
We note that nneq does not always increase with temperature because an in-
creasing temperature can sometimes reduce the electron occupation number
and thus affect the polaron formation.
In the non-equilibrium quantum transport scenario, the passage of elec-
tronic current will disturb the equilibrium states of the EPI system and hence
drive the phonon into a non-equilibrium state. However, we can still estimate
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the phonon number by using the non-equilibrium reduced density matrix via
nneq = Tr(ρa
†a). Therefore we can use the difference of the phonon number
∆n = nneq − neq as a measurement of the backaction of the electronic cur-
rents, to avoid defining effective temperature [98, 150, 51, 151, 152], which is
conceptually difficult in nanostructure systems.
Figure 4.10: Backaction under voltage and temperature biased current. ∆n is
plotted as a function of the energy level ε0 and EPI strength λ. (a) ∆n under
voltage bias with µL = 2~ω0 and µR = −2~ω0 and TL = TR = TE . (b) ∆n under
temperature bias TL = TE + ∆T and TR = TE −∆T with ∆T = 3~ω0/kB. The
environment temperature is TE = 5~ω0/kB. All other parameters are same as
Fig. 4.6. We set ηL = ηR = η = 0.1 and η
2
E = 0.05η
2. This figure is adapted from
Phys. Rev. B, 91, 045410 (2015). Copyrighted by the American Physical Society
By solving Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.1) using the Redfield QME described in
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Sec. 3.1, we obtained the non-equilibrium reduced density matrix and hence
the non-equilibrium phonon number. Figure 4.10 shows a comprehensive
investigation of backaction for various EPI strength λ and resonant energy
ε0, for both voltage biased current and thermoelectric current. To be more
consistent with realistic systems, here we connect an environment of temper-
ature TE to the phonon in order to allow phonon energy dissipation. The
equilibrium phonon number is evaluated according to this temperature so
that the raise of ∆n is purely due to backaction from electronic currents.
Here a positive ∆n (red regime) indicates the phonon is heating up while
negative ∆n (blue regime) indicates cooling down. As we can see from the
Fig. 4.10, the backaction is small in the regimes of weak EPI strength, as
expected. From Fig. 4.10(a) we find that voltage biased currents always heat
up the phonon. This feature can be understood as a phenomenon of Joule
heating, indicating that the EPI system consumes energy. The significance
of the heating is closely related to the value of electronic currents. If we com-
pare the profile of currents and the profile of the heating, we find that in those
regimes where the reduction of electronic current due to EPI is significant,
the effect of heating is also pronounced. Therefore we conclude that such
backaction is due to the EPI scattering process, during which the energies
are transferred from electrons to phonons.
Interesting phenomena appear for the backaction from the thermoelectric
currents, when both positive and negative ∆n are observed. It suggests that
cooling is possible by passing thermoelectric currents. For each value of λ,
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we can adjust the gate voltage to obtained regimes of heating, cooling or
even zero backaction. Physically, this is because electrons with low energy
can tunnel into the system, absorb a phonon and then tunnel to the hot
leads. This process causes the cooling down of the phonon in the system.
However, it can dominate only when it is driven by temperature bias and
thus it is impossible to achieve cooling in voltage biased case. The two blue
lines, indicating the positions where the backaction vanishes, are of particular
interest. The elimination of backaction is important to the ultra-sensitive
measurement applications. More significantly, these two regimes of vanishing
backaction are corresponding to the regimes of maximized thermoelectric
current, as shown in the current profile in Fig. 4.7. Therefore, we find a way
such that the phonon can be effectively sensed by the electronic currents while
the electronic currents do not disturb the phonon states. This observation
would have great potential in ultra-sensitive detector applications.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we investigated the effects of EPI on the steady-state quan-
tum transport. The major achievements are the following
• We examined and analyzed the EPI strength dependence of the I − V
characteristics, including the phonon sidebands, negative differential
resistance.
• We investigated the effects of EPI strength on the thermoelectric trans-
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port. We found that EPI can enhance, suppress or even change the
direction of thermoelectric currents. We observed that even a weak
EPI could destroy thermoelectric efficiency drastically.
• We found that local heating is possible to be eliminated when the sys-





In previous chapters we have discussed the steady-state quantum transport in
systems with EPI. In this chapter we go further to discuss the quantum trans-
port in driven systems, namely, the system is subject to some external time-
dependent force. Driving a quantum system adds extra controllable degrees
of freedom, provides rich physics and exhibits the dynamical properties of
the system. Such a driving can be achieved by adding a time-dependent gate
voltage [20], applying a laser field [18, 153], or being subject to microwave
[16, 154]. Transport theory through such time-dependent system have been
studied for the periodic driven system based on floquet theory [17, 18, 153],
and for non-interacting system based on NEGF formalism [19, 20, 155]. Here
we first discuss a time-dependent QME formalism which could handle the EPI
system for non-periodic driving. Then we discuss the effects of the driving
on the transport. At last, we focus on the thermoelectricity in driven system,
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via analyzing the effect of driving and EPI on the dynamic heat-electricity
conversion process.
5.1 Theory on time-dependent quantum trans-
port
In this section we introduce a theory of quantum transport in systems under
a time-dependent external field. This theory is extended from the Redfield
QME formalism as discussed in Sec. 3.1. It can handle nonlinear systems,
such as EPI system. But it does perturbation on the system-lead coupling so
it is valid in the weak-coupling regime. For strong coupling we may refer to
a time-dependent NEGF formalism, for instance in Ref. [19, 155] . Here we
provide two different formalisms in the framework of time-dependent quan-
tum master equation (TDQME) according to two types of the driving: one
is for a commuting driving, when the external force alters the energy levels
of the system but not the eigenstate of the system. The other is for a non-




If the system is subject to a time-dependent external force, we can write the
total Hamiltonian in a general form as
H(t) = HL +HR +HS(t) + VL(t) + VR(t). (5.1)
Here we assume that the leads are not affected by the driving so it is still
time-independent. The system-lead couplings can be time-dependent also.
But in this derivation we assume it is time-independent for notation sim-
plicity. Because a generalization to the time-dependent case is the same as
the adiabatic switch-on process so it is straightforward. We apply a time-
dependent field to the system, which makes the system Hamiltonian explicit
time-dependent. Therefore, it can be written as the sum of the original
system Hamiltonian and a field Hamiltonian as
HS(t) = H
0
S + gF(t), (5.2)
where F(t) is the time-dependent field Hamiltonian and g denotes its strength.
H0S is the original time-independent system Hamiltonian.
A commuting drive has the property that the system eigenstates are not
altered, which implies that the driving Hamiltonian commutes with the sys-
tem Hamiltonian
[F(t), H0S] = 0, (5.3)
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for any time t. The external field should also be self-commuting [F(t),F(t′)] =
0 for arbitrary time t and t′. To give an example of such an external field,
we consider a single electron-phonon interacting quantum dot subjected to a
time-dependent gate voltage. In that case the effective Hamiltonian can be
written as [154, 153, 16]
HS(t) = [ε0 + gF (t)]d
†d+ ~ω0a†a+ λd†d(a† + a), (5.4)
where F (t) is a function of t and the external field operator is read as
F(t) = F (t)d†d, which commutes with all terms in the original system Hamil-
tonian. For such time-dependent Hamiltonian we assume that the isolated
system Hamiltonian can be solved exactly, namely, we can obtain the system
evolution operator explicitly as





Here we can omit the time-ordering super-operator since HS commutes at
different times.
Time-dependent quantum master equation
In the same spirit as the steady-state QME formalism, we work in the in-
teraction picture by regarding the total system-lead coupling V = VL + VR
as an perturbation Hamiltonian, while the time-dependent part is kept as
the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0(t) = HL +HR +HS(t). The von Neumann
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= [VI(t), %I(t)]. (5.6)
Here the interpretation of the free evolution is according to the evolution
operator U0 with respect to H0(t) as OI(t) = U
†
0(t, 0)OU0(t, 0), where O
can be both V and %. All pictures coincides at t = 0. Here U0(t, 0) can
be expressed as U0(t, 0) = US(t, 0) ⊗ UL(t, 0) ⊗ UR(t, 0), where Uα(t, 0) =
e−
i
~ tHα , α = L,R are the leads free evolution operators. By integrating this
equation on both sides we can get the Dyson equation as Eq. (3.4) and we
then differentiate it with respect to time to get Eq. (3.6). By assuming that
the initial state is a product state, we can trace over the system and baths














′, t)SβUS(t′, t)ρ(t)]Cαβ(t− t′) + H.c.
}
.(5.7)
Here the major difference between this equation and Eq. (3.7) is on the free
evolution of the system Hamiltonian US(t, t
′), which is not time-translational
invariant anymore. In deriving Eq. (5.7) we have replaced ρ(t0) to ρ(t) to
close the TDQME as a time local master equation. The argument of the in-
verse mapping technique discussed in Sec. 3.2 still applies here. This TDQME
in operator form is still valid for both commuting and non-commuting driving
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field. However, for non-commuting field, the eigenstates of the system also
evolve therefore it is difficult to find a suitable basis to represent the equa-
tion uniformly 1. Thus one needs to solve the system Hamiltonian at every
instant time, which brings expensive computational complexity. Therefore
in the following we restrict to the commuting driving field. Writing in the









where ∆ij(t) = Ei(t) − Ej(t) is the energy spacing between energy levels,
with Ei(t) as the i-th instantaneous time-dependent eigenenergy of HS(t).
The relaxation tensor [Rijnm]αβ is now a time-dependent quantity as







li (t) + c.c., (5.9)
where W is the transition matrix with the length of its memory determined








where correlation functions are the same as the steady-state correlation func-
tion and they are discussed in Append. A. This W reduces to the steady-state
1For periodic deriving, floquet theory is a possible choice, for instance, see Ref. [156,
18, 153]
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transition matrix for a time-independent Hamiltonian.
t = −∞ t = 0
Decoupled state Dynamic state
t > 0
Steady state
Figure 5.1: Illustration for the time dynamics of a driven system. The system and
leads are decoupled at t = −∞, and then couplings are adiabatically switched on.
At t = 0 the system reaches steady state. Then we start to drive the system at
t > 0 and then the system evolves in the presence of the driving.
Equation (5.8) is a first-order differential equation. In order to solve the
equation and get the time-dependent reduced density matrix ρ(t), one needs
an initial condition. Here we use the steady-state reduced density matrix
as the initial state for the dynamical evolution. The idea is illustrated in
Fig. 5.1. At t0 → −∞, the system and the leads are decoupled. We then turn
on the system-lead couplings and a steady state is reached at t = 0. After
steady state is obtained, we start to trigger the external time-dependent field
at some positive time t > 0, where the dynamics of reduced density matrix
evolves according to Eq. (5.8). In this approach, we can separate the time
integration into two terms, one term integrating from −∞ to 0 and the other
from 0 to t. The first term can be written in terms of the transition matrix
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in steady state. After such simplification, the relation matrix is given by



















where W (0) is the steady-state transition matrix as defined in Eq. (3.10).






where φ0(t) is corresponding to the phase factor of H0S. For the original
Hamiltonian the eigenenergies (E0) and the energy differences ∆0ij = E
0
i −





From Eq. (5.11) we can immediately find that whenever the system is time-
independent [φ(t) = φ0(t)], W (t) will recover the steady-state result W (t) =
W (0).
By using this time-dependent transition matrix we can evaluate the relax-
ation tensor and hence solve the dynamic TDQME. We implement the fourth
order Rouge-Kuta method (RK4) [157] to numerically solve this differential
equation to obtain the time-dependent reduced density matrix ρ(t), which is
the key quantity to evaluate the currents as illustrated in the following.
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Time-dependent currents
Though the system is time-dependent, the current operators stay time inde-
pendent as Eq. (2.51) and 2.52 for electron and heat transport respectively.
We use the notation J for current operators in general and it can be de-
coupled as a product of system operator and lead operator J = S ⊗ B. Its
expectation value can be obtained via 〈J〉 = Tr(%I(t)JI(t)), where the density
matrix is time-dependent. We expand the full density matrix with respect to













similar to Eq. (3.15). Here ρ(t) is obtained by solving the TDQME. This
formula in correct even for non-commuting field. However, under the as-




















where the correction function is C(t) = Tr[ρBBαI (t)BβI (0)]. If we start to
drive the system after steady state is reached as illustrated in Fig. 5.1, we
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can obtain a similar transition matrix to Eq. (3.10) as




















There are two important observations for this time-dependent transition ma-
trix. The first one is that if the system is time-independent, both W and
W will be a time-independent quantity, indicating that the system stays in
a steady state. The second one is that if the time-dependent driving exists
for a short period of time, then in the long time limit the system will come









As a result the first term and the last term cancel exactly (similarly for W)
in the long time limit and only the second term survives. So we can regard
the combination of first term and third term as a transient behavior from
the memory of the steady state while the second term is purely due to the










We can observe that if one stops driving at some time, the effect of driving
will be forgotten when it goes beyond the time-correlation length determined
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by the correlation function. After that time the transition matrix will restore
to the form of Eq. (5.17), where a new steady state is achieved. And this
new steady state depends on the redistribution of ∆ij.
5.1.2 Non-commuting drive
In this section we discuss a TDQME formalism for a non-commuting drive. In
such cases, we need to do perturbation on the driving field as well. We again
derive the formalism in the interaction. We treat H ′ = VL + VR + gF(t)
as a perturbation Hamiltonian. Then unperturbed Hamiltonian is H0 =
HL +HR +H
0




= [H ′I(t), %I(t)], (5.19)
where H ′I(t) = e
iH0t/~H ′(t)e−iH0t/~ and %I(t) = eiH0t/~ρe−iH0t/~. By recur-
sively Integrating the equation at both sides and then truncating up to the
third order of H ′, we obtain



































































Since H ′ contains two small parameters: η for the system-lead coupling,
coming from V , and g for the time-dependent driving. We expand the right-
hand side according to the orders of η and g. Up to the lowest order of both
η and g the right-hand side can be arranged into the following terms
η0g0 : 0, (5.22)
η0g1 : − i
~
[gF(t), ρ(t0)], (5.23)














[gFI(t), [VI(t1), [VI(t2), %I(t0)]]]




where the term of order η0g1 indicates the free evolution of the system, in
the presence of time-dependent driving. The term of order η2g0 is exactly
the same as the relaxation term in the non-driven formalism, represents the
lead relaxation and dissipation process. The last term of order η2g1 indicates
the interplay between driving and bath relaxation process.
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By tracing over the baths degrees of freedom, we can obtain the following






)K1[ρ(t)]] + ( i~)2K2[ρ(t)] + (−i~ )3K3[ρ(t)], (5.26)
where the first kernel represents the free evolution of the system under time-
dependent driving
K1[ρ(t)] = [H0S + gF(t), ρ(t)]. (5.27)









′ − t)ρ]Cαβ(t− t′) + H.c.}. (5.28)
The last kernel evolves according to the driving and bath simultaneously.
It includes 24 terms in total. Similar to the rules in Sec. 3.2, they can be
diagrammatically represented as
First term:
+ 0˜→ 1→ 2→ , − 0˜→ 1→ → 2, − 0˜→ 2→ → 1
+ 0˜→ → 2→ 1, − 1→ 2→ → 0˜, + 1→ → 2→ 0˜
+ 2→ → 1→ 0˜, −→ 2→ 1→ 0˜,
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Second term:
+ 0→ 1˜→ 2→ , − 0→ 1˜→ → 2, − 0→ 2→ → 1˜
+ 0→ → 2→ 1˜, − 1˜→ 2→ → 0, + 1˜→ → 2→ 0
+ 2→ → 1˜→ 0, −→ 2→ 1˜→ 0,
Third term:
+ 0→ 1→ 2˜→ , − 0→ 1→ → 2˜, − 0→ 2˜→ → 1
+ 0→ → 2˜→ 1, − 1→ 2˜→ → 0, + 1→ → 2˜→ 0
+ 2˜→ → 1→ 0, −→ 2˜→ 1→ 0,
These diagrams are interpreted as the following: for each number i = 1, 2,
we assign it a time variable ti and assign time t to the number 0. Then
we put system operator SI at the place of the number without tilde, put
gFI at the place of the number with tilde and put ρ to the box. Each
of them are free evolved up to time ti (or 0). We then multiply it by a
correlation function according to the over-bracket. The sign of time argument
inside the correlation function is evaluated according to their relative position
with respect to ρ. Lastly we integrate over t1 and t2 in the time regime
−∞ < t2 < t1 < t, multiply an overall sign indicated in the front and put
the summation index if there are multiple system or bath operators involved.








dt1dt2gFI(t)SαI (t1)SβI (t2)ρI(t)Cαβ(t1 − t2). (5.29)
For the evaluation of the current, we also plug in the expansion of Eq. (5.20)
into the trace 〈J〉 = Tr[ρI(t)JI(t)], and then extract the terms order by order
to get
〈J〉 = J1(t) + gJ2(t), (5.30)
where J1 is the coefficient of the term of order η
2g0 and J2 is that of order






























We note that J1(t) has the same form as the steady-state current operator
except that now the reduced density matrix is time-dependent. On the other
hand, J2 contains the time dependent field operator F(t) explicitly.
5.1.3 Benchmark with NEGF
To validate our theory, we benchmark the results from TDQME with those
from time-dependent NEGF formalism, in the non-interacting electron case.
For a single electron quantum dot modulated by a step-like gate voltage,
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Figure 5.2: Benchmark of time-dependent transport between TDQME and NEGF.
The driving field is a step-like function F (t) = θ(t− 1). The common parameters
are: g = 10Γ, ΓL = ΓR = Γ/2. For set (a), the other parameters are: kBTL = 15Γ,
kBTR = 5Γ, µL = 0, µR = 5Γ, ε0 = 3Γ. For set (b) the other parameters are:
kBTL = 5Γ, kBTR = 3Γ, µL = 1.5Γ, µR = 5Γ, ε0 = 5Γ.
exact solution is available in the wideband limit [19, 20]. The Hamiltonian
and the theory of NEGF are presented is the Append. G. Here we show
the benchmark results from the TDQME and NEGF formalism as shown in
Fig. 5.2. Since the TDQME is only valid in the weak system-bath coupling
regime so we compare them in the regime of small Γ 2. In the wideband
limit the correlation functions will encounter ultra-violet divergences [106].
So in the QME formalism we introduce a Lorentzian cut-off for the spectral
density, but we keep a large cut-off in order to compare with the wideband
results. Despite that the two theories are valid in their own different limiting
2We absorb η into Γ such that Γ also represents the system-lead coupling strength.
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cases, in the crossover parameter regime we still find that they match pretty
well as shown in Fig. 5.2. We note that in parameter set (a) both theories
predict that the direction of currents altered after the quenching. This is
possible when the thermoelectric current dominates over the voltage-induced
current.
Figure 5.3: The time-dynamics of the electronic current in different EPI strength.
The driving field is a step-like function F (t) = θ(t − 1). The other parameters
are: ~ω0 = 0.5ε0, kBTL = kBTR = 0.02ε0, µL = 1.5ε0, and µR = 0.5ε0. We set
ΓL = ΓR = 0.05ε0
When an electron is interacting with a phonon mode during the time
modulation as described by the Hamiltonian,
HS(t) = [ε0 + gF (t)]d
†d+ ω0a†a+ λd†d(a† + a) , (5.33)
the dynamics of the currents is shown in Fig. 5.3 for different values of EPI
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strength. The step-like quenching starts at t = 1. All currents tend to
relax to a new steady state after an oscillatory transient state. However, we
observe that the EPI can help the relaxation process. When the system is
strongly interacting with the phonon system λ = 0.7, the current appears to
relax faster than those in weak or vanishing coupling regime.
5.2 Dynamic thermoelectricity with EPI
In this section we will apply our time-dependent transport theory to study
thermoelectric properties of a driven system. In steady state, the thermoelec-
tric efficiency is limited by various thermodynamic constraints. For instance,
the second law of thermodynamics guarantees unavoidable heat flow from
hot to cold leads while the Onsager symmetry equalizes the Seebeck and
Peltier effects. So the idea behind is that we try to use external driving to
break the thermodynamic limitations. In the driven scenario, by breaking
down the constraints one can open extra degrees of freedom to form a rich
playground in search for high thermoelectric efficiency material. However,
so far the thermoelectricity theory is still restricted to steady-state trans-
port. The performance of thermoelectric material is measured by the figure
of merit ZT , which is a steady-state near-equilibrium quantity. Therefore
a dynamic theory evaluating the thermoelectric efficiency from a more fun-
damental viewpoint is in need. In this section, after introducing some basic
knowledge of thermoelectricity in Sec. 5.2.1, we will establish a dynamic ther-
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moelectric theory in Sec. 5.2.2. We then in Sec. 5.2.3 apply our theory to a
driven EPI system and investigate how the time-dependent driving can affect
the thermoelectric performance of the system. In Sec. 5.2.4 we will analyze
the power profile in such driven thermoelectric materials.
5.2.1 Introduction to thermoelectricity
Thermoelectricity is the interplay between the thermal and electric energy,
which is an old topic starting from 1800s. At that time thermoelectric quan-
tities are measured in metals, where the heat-electricity conversion efficiency
is too low for applications. However, with the advances of the nano-scale
technology, nanostructure materials give the promising avenue for high effi-
ciency, due to the fact that in nanostructures both heat and electric current
can be better controlled [158].
Seebeck effect, discovered in 1821, is the basic phenomenon that makes
thermoelectricity possible. It measures the voltage induced by a temperature






where the minus sign guarantees that Seebeck coefficient is negative when
the charge carrier is electron.
Peltier effect, discovered in 1834, is another important phenomenon that
measures the heat flow induced by an applied electric current in the absence of
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temperature gradient. The Peltier coefficient is defined by the ratio between






For a same material, the Seebeck coefficient and Peltier coefficient are
proportional to each other. This relation is called the Kelvin relation given
by (without magnetic field)
pi = TS. (5.36)
This Kelvin relation can be derived from the Onsager reciprocal relation [159]





Figure 5.4: Illustration for a thermoelectric generator. Electric currents are gener-
ated due to temperature gradient in the thermoelectric materials. A load resistor
with resistance RL is connected to output the thermopower.
To deduce the thermoelectric efficiency, we look at a basic thermoelectric
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circuit as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. When a temperature bias is applied to
a thermoelectric material, it will induce a voltage difference. Thus if we
connect a load to the material, electronic current I will be generated across
the load 3. Suppose the thermoelectric material itself has a resistance of RM





where ∆T = T1−T2 > 0 is the temperature difference. So the power of work
done on the load will be




On the other hand, the heat current passing from the hot to the cold lead
will be
q = κ∆T + ST1I − 1
2
I2RM . (5.39)
The first term is due to the heat conduction and κ is the heat conductance.
The second term is due to the Peltier effect induced by the electronic current,
where pi = ST1 is the Peltier coefficient and the Kelvin relation has been
implemented. The third term accounts the Joule heating, with a factor −1/2
indicating that half of the heat flowing back to the hot end.
3For real applications, one requires two thermoelectric materials, one for electron trans-
port and another for hole transport to form a close circuit. Here for simplicity we use a
single material to illustrate.
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The thermoelectric efficiency is defined as the ratio of power of work done







κ(RM +RL)2 + S2T1(RM +RL)− S2∆TRM/2 . (5.40)
We define M = RL/RM as the ratio of the load resistance and material
resistance. Since we focus on the properties of the material, therefore we
can optimize the load resistance RL (or M) to get either maximum output
power or maximum efficiency. If the output power is maximized, which can




2Tm + ∆T/2 + 4/Z
, (5.41)






We can find that even for an infinite figure of merit Z, the efficiency obtained
at maximum power is still smaller than the efficiency for an ideal Carnot
engine, namely, (T1 − T2)/T1. However, If the efficiency is maximized, the






with the optimized resistance ratio M =
√
1 + ZTm. Here the thermoelectric
efficiency will restore to an ideal Carnot efficiency when ZTm goes to infinity.
In both cases, the larger figure of merit means the higher thermoelectric effi-
ciency. Thus in steady-state transport, figure of merit is a suitable quantity
to measure the performance of the thermoelectric materials.
5.2.2 Dynamic thermoelectricity theory
The thermoelectric theory discussed so far can be directly applied to the
steady-state transport in nano-junctions, as demonstrated in Sec. 4.2. How-
ever, for systems with time-dependent transport, that theory fails because
both the Seebeck coefficient and the Peltier coefficient are thermodynamic
quantities defined in the near-equilibrium regime. The external field may
drive the system far from equilibrium. In such a scenario, the currents are
driven not only by the thermodynamic forces such as the temperature or
chemical potential differences, but also by the external driving forces. The
analysis of thermoelectric efficiency discussed in the literature for driven sys-
tem is still restrict to the conditions when thermodynamic constraints such
as the Onsager symmetry, are valid. This conditions are only valid for weak-
driven [20] or only looking at asymptotic limits of periodic driving [16]. In
general by applying a time-dependent field the Onsager relation will break
down, due to the fact the time-dependent field do not obey the linear response
theory with respect to the thermodynamic forces. However, A systematic way
to evaluate the thermoelectric efficiency in such breaking Onsager symmetric
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regime is still lacking in the literature. Thus here we develop a dynamic
thermoelectric theory, which applies to a time-dependent system when it
is not constrained by thermodynamic laws. The current flowing through a
dynamic system can be driven by both thermodynamic forces and external
forces. Therefore it is important to distinguish between them, figure out the
relationship between these driving sources, find their corresponding response
currents, and then analyze the profile of the input and output powers.
Displacement current and biased current
Due to the presence of driving, the left lead (or right lead) current is no
longer the thermoelectric current. The current is not only driven by the
thermodynamic forces (temperature bias or chemical potential bias), but also
driven by the external field. Therefore, it becomes important to rigorously
identify their respective contributions to the current. We call the part of
current driven by the external field as the displacement current and the part
driven by the thermodynamic forces as biased current. In the following, we
illustrate these two kinds of currents in detail.
The external field can drive currents even in the absence of the thermo-
dynamic forces. Such currents is displacement currents [160] and they will
vanish if the external field disappears. When a small thermodynamic force is
applied, the biased current is the interception when the current is calibrated
as the thermodynamic force at each time instant. When the driving force is
applied on the system, it causes the system to charge and discharge, which
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is the cause of the displacement current. As a result, the displacement cur-
rent will flow to both the left and right leads simultaneously. On the other
hand, if we apply a thermodynamic force between the leads, it will also drive
currents. That part of currents that is proportional to the thermodynamic
forces is the biased current. This biased current will vanish in the absence of
the thermodynamic forces. If the external driving is absent, such biased cur-
rents will reach a steady-state current. During the analysis of thermoelectric
efficiency, only the biased current can be used to evaluate transport coef-
ficients (the coefficients of proportionality when the currents are calibrated
with thermodynamic forces) and hence the heat-electricity conversion ratio.
What we find is that these transport coefficients can be modulated by the
driving field.
In the time-dependent transport theory illustrated in Section.5.1, we cal-
culate the left and right lead current, which is a combination of the displace-
ment current and biased current. in order to mathematically separate these




L11[F ] L12[F ] LDe [·]







where α = L,R is the lead index and ∆Lµ = −∆Rµ = µL − µR is the
bias. (similar interpretation for ∆αT ). The rightmost column is the three
types of the driving forces and the leftmost column is the resulting time-
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dependent electron current Iαe and heat current I
α
h of lead α. The forces
and the response current are related according to the transport kernel in the
center. This transport kernel depends on the entire history of the external
force F (t).
Above the biased transport matrix, denoted by L(F ) =
L11[F ] L12[F ]
L21[F ] L22[F ]
,
determines the relation between the thermodynamic forces (∆T and ∆µ) and
the biased currents under the influence of the thermodynamic force. There-
fore they are biased current coefficients. We assume that the thermodynamic
forces are indeed small so that the currents are in linear response (with small
δT and δµ only).
If there is no time-dependent external force F (t) = 0 ∀t, then this trans-
port matrix will reduce to a time-independent steady-state Onsager matrix.
The coefficients of such Onsager matrix will obey thermodynamic constraints.
For instance, the Onsager reciprocal relation imposes that L21/L12 = 1, and
the second law of thermodynamics ensures that the heat flows from the hot
to the cold end, namely, det(L) > 0 [161]. However, such thermoelectric
constraints are equilibrium properties so it depends on the linear response
theory when the system is in near-equilibrium. The time-dependent field
can drive the system far from equilibrium and certainly it does not obey the
linear response. Therefore these constraints are possible to be violated when
the system is under the external force, namely, when L has F dependences.
Such external fields provide extra degrees of freedom to control the currents.
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The displacement kernel LDe(h)[·] determines the relation between the time-
dependent driving force F and the resulting displacement current IDe , which
is acting on the history of the applied field. Here linear response of external
force is not assumed so that its strength can be arbitrary. This displacement
current will vanish exactly in the steady state, and it is independent of any
thermodynamic forces.
Numerically, in order to get those transport coefficients, we need to eval-
uate the electronic current and heat current at every instance time t, under
both small temperature bias and chemical potential bias, such that the re-
sponses of the currents stay linear. We we set ∆αµ/e = 0, the slope of the
electronic (heat) current, at each time instance t, with respect to ∆αT/T
yields L12[F ] (L22[F ]). Similarly, by setting ∆
αT/T = 0, we can obtain
L11[F ] and L21[F ] respectively. If we set both ∆
αT/T = 0 and ∆αµ/e = 0,
then the contribution to the currents is purely from the external driving force,
which is the displacement current IDe(h)(t) = LDe(h)[F ]. The information of dis-
placement current can also be extracted from the intercept in the calibration
of the electronic (or heat) current versus ∆αµ/e (or ∆αT/T ). All these quan-
tities are time-dependent, but we will suppress the explicit time-dependence
in the notations from now on for simplicity.
Thermoelectric efficiency
We can evaluate the thermoelectric efficiency based on the transport ker-
nel, similar to the procedures illustrated in Sec. 5.2.1. When the system is
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biased with temperature difference ∆T but without any chemical potential
difference, the biased electronic current passing through the system will be
L12∆T/T . However, in order to output useful power, one needs to connect
a load to this thermoelectric system. Suppose that the load is a pure resis-
tor with resistance RL that cannot store any charges. Then only the biased
current (not the displacement current) can flow through the load. In such a





where the factor 1 + M in the denominator accounts the backaction of the
load resistance to the electronic current, where M = RL/RM . Therefore the
output power is
w = I2e (t)RL. (5.46)
Next we will consider the power of heat extracted from the hot lead. If the
load resistor is not supplied, then the heat current will be L22∆T/T . This
total heat current contains two kinds of contributions [141, 142]. The first
contribution is from the thermal conductance, namely, the entropy flow due
to the temperature bias. The magnitude of this part will be det(L)RM∆T/T .
We assume that this part of heat flow is the internal property of the ther-
moelectric system and it cannot be affected by the load resistor. The second
part is due to the Peltier effect, namely, the heat flow caused by electron
current. With an amount of electron current Ie, it is equivalent to creating a
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voltage bias IeRM across the system. Then the Peltier heat will be L21RMIe.
We note that this term will be affected by the load resistor, through its in-
fluence on the electron current. When the load vanishes, these two parts add
up to the total heat of L22∆T/T . Another nonlinear effect of heat current
is due to the Joule heating generated by the electron current, which takes
a value of −I2eRM/2, with a factor of −1/2 indicating that half of the heat
flows back to the hot lead. Therefore, the total heat current flowing out of
the hot lead will be
q = det(L)RM∆T/T + L21RMIe − I2eRM/2. (5.47)
Hence the thermoelectric efficiency ratio of the heat-work conversion reads
γ(t) =
I2eRL
det(L)RM∆T/T + L21RMIe − I2eRM/2
. (5.48)
Here we will not optimize the load resistance to gain maximum power or max-
imum efficiency, because by doing that one needs a time-varying load resis-
tance, which is practically difficult. In the non-equilibrium steady state this
thermoelectric efficiency will reduced to the standard formalism Eq. (5.40),
provided that the Onsager reciprocal relation L21/L12 = 1 is satisfied. Thus
this formalism is a generalization of the conventional theory to a dynamic one,
which can be applied to time-dependent scenario (non-steady-state regime),
where the system may be driven far from equilibrium.
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5.2.3 Results on thermoelectric efficiency
Non-interacting electrons
We first consider the case for non-interacting electrons, by switching off the
EPI Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.21). This quantum resonant model has been
extensively studied in the context single-electron-transistors [162, 163, 164],
molecular junctions [4] or nano-wires [165, 153]. Here we consider the case
when a time-dependent external field is applied to the system, causing the
charging and discharging on the quantum dot. The total Hamiltonian is
given by
H = HL +HR +HS(t) + V, (5.49)
where the lead and tunneling Hamiltonian are the same as those discussed













kd+H.c. for the tunneling Hamiltonian. However, the
Hamiltonian of the quantum-dot system is now time-dependent
HS(t) =
[
ε0 + gF (t)
]
d†d , (5.50)
where g denotes the strength of the external field. Such time-dependent
control field can be realized either via a time-dependent gate voltage [20],
or via long-wavelength electromagnetic fields such as microwaves [166, 16] or
lasers [17, 153].
We first study the effects of quenching, namely, the external field is F (t) =
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θ(t− t0), where t0 is the time of quenching. Under wide-band approximation
where the spectral density is a constant, such time-dependent problem can
be solved exactly by using the technique of NEGF [19, 20], as illustrated in
Append. G. Here we only demonstrated the numerical results.
Figure 5.5: The biased current coefficients (left) and displacement current (right)
under quenching F (t) = θ(t). The parameters are: temperature kB(TL + TR)/2 =
0.1Γ, chemical potential µL = µR = 0, and electron energy ε0 = 0.5Γ, and the
quenching strength g = 0.3Γ. The couplings are symmetric ΓL = ΓR = Γ/2. The
units of L are: [L11] = 10e
2/~, [L12] = [L21] = eΓ/~, [L22] = Γ2/~, [IDe ] = eΓ/~
and [IDh ] = Γ
2/~.
Figure 5.5 demonstrates the biased transport coefficients and the dis-
placement currents under the influence of quenching. We find that both the
electronic conductance L11 and total heat current coefficient per tempera-
ture difference L22 gradually relax to a new steady state, while the electron
current relaxes faster than thermal current. However, for the off-diagonal
element, L12 and L21, a peak occurs at a transient point before relaxing to
a new steady state. It indicates that the Seebeck effect and Peltier effect
are enhanced in the transient state. Importantly, at both the original steady
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Figure 5.6: (a): Time evolution of the thermoelectric efficiency γ(t) (normalized
by steady-state efficiency γ(0) = γss). (b): the entropy flow direction determined
by det(L). (c): the Onsager reciprocal relation L21/L12. The external field is
F (t) = gθ(t − 1), The efficiency is evaluated under a temperature bias kB∆T =
0.02Γ and a load resistance RL = 15~/e2. Other parameters are same as Fig. 5.5
state and the new steady state at long time, the Onsager reciprocal relation
is satisfied L21/L12 = 1. However, during the transient, the peak of L21 is
normally more significant than L12, indicating the breakdown of the Onsager
symmetry. For the displacement current, we find that it responds imme-
diately to the external field, and gradually vanishes when a steady state is
reached. Such displacement current is possible to be experimentally detected
in the time-scale of nanoseconds [160].
To explicitly demonstrate the resulting effects on the heat-electric conver-
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sion ratio, we plot the dynamic thermoelectric efficiency as shown in Fig. 5.6.
There we observe that the efficiency is greatly boosted in the transient state,
in the regime where off-diagonal transport elements are enhanced. More in-
terestingly, the enhancement of efficiency shows the same profile of the ratio
of L21/L12 as shown in Fig. 5.6 (c). This ratio returns back to 1 in the steady
state. However, when the Onsager relation breaks upon the applying of the
external field, both this ratio and thermoelectric efficiency are enhanced in
a similar profile, indicating that they are closely intertwined. Physically, L21
implies the Peltier effect. In the driven scenario, the L21 will no longer be
bounded by L12, namely, the particle current will not be constrained. Con-
sequently, the electronic current will be enhanced due to the driving, thus
the contribution of particle flow to the heat current increases. On the other
hand, the contribution of entropy flow to the heat current decreases as we
can see from Fig. 5.6 (b), where det(L) is proportional to the thermal con-
ductance 4. So overall the useful heat (due to particle flow) is boosted while
the wasted heat (due to entropy flow) is limited, resulting in an enhanced
thermoelectric efficiency.
Electron-phonon interaction.
EPI normally destroys the thermoelectric efficiency in steady state as illus-
trated in Sec. 4.2 (see also Ref. [85, 40]). Here we would like to investigate
4In case of strong external field (g = 0.5Γ) the entropy flow can temporally reverse the
direction due to the external driving. But the total heat is still flowing from the hot to
cold lead.
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whether the enhancement of efficiency due to external field is robust in the
presence of EPI and how the nonlinearity of EPI could affect the driven ther-
moelectric transport. Therefore we consider the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.21),
being applied a time-dependent field as
HS(t) = [ε0 + gF (t)]d
†d+ ω0a†a+ λd†d(a† + a) , (5.51)
where the external field is coherently applied on the energy level of the dots.
Such coupling can be achieved via many EPI systems such as nanoelec-
tromechical systems [79, 30, 27], molecular junctions [17, 167], through a
time-dependent gate voltage[163, 165] or microwaves [166]. Theoretically,
this models fits to the TDQME formalism with commuting drive discussed
in Sec. 5.1, where the nonlinearity in EPI and the external field are treated
exactly while the system-lead couplings are on perturbation. In the weak
system-bath coupling regime, we depict the results for the transport coeffi-
cients as shown in Fig. 5.7. We note that the relaxation time is now much
longer due to the weak system-bath coupling. The peaks appearing in the
off-diagonal transport matrix can still be observed in the EPI system, and
similarly, the peak of L21 is more significant than that in L12. To analyze the
thermoelectric efficiency, we investigate the time dynamics of thermoelectric
efficiency for three different shapes of driving, namely, the delta pulse driv-
ing, square wave driving and sine wave driving. We plot the results for the
entropy flow (a-c), Onsager relation (d-f) and thermoelectric efficiency (j-l)
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Figure 5.7: The biased current coefficients for an EPI system under quenching.
Here F (t) = θ(t − 0.2). The parameters are: temperature kB(TL + TR)/2 = 1Γ,
chemical potential µL = µR = 0, and electron energy ε0 = 5Γ, EPI strength
λ = 7Γ, phonon frequency ω0 = 10Γ and the quenching strength g = 3Γ. The
couplings are symmetric ΓL = ΓR = Γ/2. The units of L are: [L11] = 10e
2/~,
[L12] = [L21] = eΓ/~, [L22] = Γ2/~, [IDe ] = eΓ/~ and [IDh ] = Γ2/~.
as shown in Fig. 5.8. For both delta pulse and square wave driving (first
two columns), we observe enhancement in thermoelectric efficiency. And the
profile of enhancement is similar to the profile of L21/L12 as well as the re-
verse of det(L). These results indicate that even in the presence of EPI,
the driving force can still facilitate the particle transport while suppress the
entropy flow, resulting in an efficiency enhancement. Here we also plot the
feature of the displacement current as shown in Fig. 5.8(g-i), which again
show the same profile as L21/L12 relation. Based on this observation, we
propose a reason for the enhancement of efficiency as following. By applying
an external field, one actually changes the potential of the electrons on the
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Figure 5.8: Plot of dynamics of det(L), L21/L12, I
D
e γ(t)/γss for electrons with
EPI. The system is subjected to delta pulse driving F(t) = ∑n δ[Ω(t − tn)] with
Ωtn = {1, 5, 7, 9, 11} (first column), square driving F(Ωt) = s when Ωt ∈ [1, 3] ∪
[5, 7] and F(t) = 0 elsewhere (second column) and a periodic sinusoidal driving
F(t) = 2sθ(t − t0) sin(Ωpit) (third column). The parameters are ∆T = 0.2Γ,
ε0 = 2Γ, λ = 3Γ, and g = 1Γ. Other parameters are same as Fig. 5.7
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displacement current flowing to both the leads. Such displacement current
is an immediate response to external field; however, it also facilitates the
movement of electrons, and enhances the particle flow through the system.
Therefore, inside the total heat extracted from the hot lead, there will be
increased portion of heat due to the particle flow than entropy flow. Such
particle flow can do work on the load so that the heat-work conversion ratio
is enhanced.
We further analyze such enhancement effects for the case of periodical
sine-wave driving field (the last column of the Fig. 5.8), where we find both
enhancement and suppression. The suppression happens in the regime of
L21/L12 < 1. So we speculate that a sudden change in the driving field
can enhance the efficiency better, because that can cause an abrupt change
of the charge occupation of the quantum dots, and thus leading to a large
displacement current, which in turn enhances the thermoelectric efficiency.
From the results of the thermoelectric profile we find that the enhance-
ment of thermoelectric is robust even in the presence of nonlinear interac-
tions. The boost of efficiency is as significant as a factor of 4. Till date,
the experimental efforts in searching for high performance thermoelectric
devices are based the equilibrium properties of materials based on the ther-
modynamic laws. Therefore this study provides an active approach by using
a time-dependent control to boost the efficiency of existing materials. Ex-
perimentally, this approach can be served a complimentary way for efficiency
enhancement to the existing set-ups.
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5.2.4 Input power and harvest power
By applying a driving field, one also inputs power externally. Therefore for
a better understand the efficiency, we also need to analyze the input power
from the driving field. Here we propose a resistance-capacitance circuit, as
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 5.9 (b), to represent a physically intuitive



































Figure 5.9: (a) The time-dependent harvested power wharvest(dashed line) and the
input power win due to driving (solid line). Here the EPI is switched off. The
parameters are kB(TL + TR)/2 = 1Γ, ∆T = 0.2Γ, µL = µR = 0, ε0 = 2.5Γ, and
RL = 50~/e2. (b) The displacement current predicted by the TDQME (solid line)
and fitted from the classical RC circuit (dashed line) for a non-interacting electron
model. The parameters are TL = TR = 1Γ, µL = µR = 0. For both panels, the
driving field is F (t) = gθ(t− 1), where g = 0.001Γ.
system is subject to a gate capacitor with capacitance Cg. The gate voltage
is controlled by a time-dependent external field. The field can cause charg-
ing and discharging to the capacitor and thus induce displacement current.
This displacement current flows from the capacitor toward both the leads.
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The leads are grounded so that they can dissipate the charges. There is no
thermodynamic force applied on the leads and thus the displacement current
is generated purely due to external force. The leads contribute a total re-
sistance R to the displacement current. Therefore the voltage on the lower
plate is 2IDe (t)R
5 and the voltage on the upper plate is F(t)−e . Suppose the






Differentiating this equation with respect to time at both sides we obtain the







F˙ (t) = 0, (5.53)
where we have used the condition of Q˙(t) = 2IDe (t). Here τR = RCg rep-
resents the relaxation time of the leads. The solution to this first order
differential equation gives







The driving force F (t) begins at t0 (t0 > 0) and the displacement current at
time t depends on the history of the driving force starting from t = t0.
In case of a step-like protocol F (t) = θ(t− t0), this integration equation
5We assume that each lead has same amount of displacement current (ID) and has
same resistance of 2R.
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can be analytically solved and one can obtain the following solution
IDe (t) = −
g
2eR
θ(t− t0)e−(t−t0)/τR . (5.55)
So far our analysis of displacement current is only based on classical circuit
law, which are independent of the models of the system. So it applies to
both non-interacting electron models and EPI models. The quantum effect
of the model also does not come into picture yet. However, in order to
justify our intuitive model, we fit the solution of the model (Sec. 5.55) to
the displacement current calculated from the quantum theory, where R and
τ are fitting parameters. As seen from Fig. 5.9 (a), they match quite well.
The significant feature is that the fitting parameter is not arbitrary. The
relaxation time τR ≈ 1.06~/Γ is close to the expected value of ~/Γ. This
is because the relaxation time for an open dissipative system is inversely
proportional to the sum of the coupling strength of the leads [105]. Such
comparison of fitting parameters verifies our classical resistance-capacitor
description of the displacement current.
Based on the classical circuit, the input power due to driving field will be
winput = −2F (t)IDe (t)/e, (5.56)
where IDe is evaluated from the quantum many-body theory (either TDQME
or NEGF). This input power is compared with the power harvested from the
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enhancement of the thermoelectricity, which can be defined as
wharvest = wdr − wss, (5.57)
where wdr is the dynamic power under time-dependent driving field while
wss thermoelectric power in the steady state. In Fig. 5.9 (a) we find that
the harvest power can be even larger than the input power from the driving.
This indicates that we harvest more energy than we consume. The input
energy not only boosts the thermoelectric efficiency, but also converts itself
into useful work, leading to the enhancement of the overall efficiency. This
feature happens in the parameter regimes where the steady-state efficiency is
limited by electronic conductance, while the Seebeck coefficient itself is large.
In such cases, the displacement current will help movement of the electrons
and thus boost the overall efficiency.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter we investigated the quantum transport through a system
subjected to a time-dependent external force. The major achievements are
the following
• We developed a time-dependent quantum master equation formalism,
which can calculate time-dependent currents for arbitrary form of exter-
nal force and arbitrary nonlinearity in the system, in the weak system-
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bath coupling regime. This theory can deal with commuting fields of
arbitrary strength but only weak non-commuting fields.
• We proposed a dynamic thermoelectric theory which can analyze ther-
moelectric efficiency in the breaking Onsager symmetry regime, when
the formulation of figure of merit ZT fails.
• We demonstrated that by adding an external force, the thermoelectric
efficiency can be greatly enhanced, for both non-interacting electron
system and EPI system.
• We found that the harvest power from the efficiency enhancement due





In this thesis we explore the quantum transport in nanostructures, in the
presence of electron-phonon interaction. The main objective is to find the
role of electron-phonon interaction in the transport properties in both steady
state and time-dependent driven situations. From application points of view,
our focus was on the aspect of thermoelectric transport. In this chapter, we
summarize the original results we achieved, which may shed lights on the
understanding of the effect of electron-phonon interaction in current carrying
nano-junctions and ultimately, the design of nanoscale devices.
We start with the discussion on the various types of EPI mechanisms pre-
sented in nanostructures, and hence we derive or propose the model Hamil-
tonians to describe the EPI in different situations. In order to solve the
quantum transport problem in the presence of EPI, in Chap. 3 we developed
quantum master equation formalism to evaluate both electron and heat cur-
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rents. This formalism treats the EPI exactly, which enables us to explore the
transport properties in different EPI strength regime, and hence find the de-
pendence on the EPI strength. This method is only valid in the weak system-
lead coupling regime, but it differs from the rate equation approach because it
properly takes care of the coherence between electrons and phonons. Then we
go further to extend this method beyond the weak system-lead coupling limit,
via systematically calculating high order diagrams [61]. We provide a rigor-
ously theoretical framework to evaluate all the high order coefficients in the
expansion of the currents with respect to the system-lead coupling, regard-
less of the nonlinearity in the system Hamiltonian. We provide the explicit
formula to evaluate the currents accurate to the 4th order of system-bath
coupling. With the help of Monte Carlo technique, we obtain numerically
exact results, even in the strong system-bath coupling regime. We validate
our methods by comparing the results with NEGF for an exactly solvable
Hamiltonian. These methods have great potential yet to be explored.
We analyze the numerical results [25] of quantum steady-state transport
with EPI In Chap. 4. We observed the phonon sidebands and phonon-induced
negative differential conductance in the I − V characteristics, which are the
important signals of the EPI effects in transport. Then we focus our inves-
tigations on the effects of EPI in the thermoelectric transport. From the
thermoelectric current, we observe that in different EPI strength regime, the
EPI can enhance, suppress or even change the direction of the electron cur-
rent. Importantly, it implies that the EPI can alter the type of charge carrier
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of the system. Under the varying of EPI strength, the dominating charge
carrier can transit between electrons and holes. Regarding the thermoelectric
efficiency, we find that even a weak EPI could drastically suppress the figure
of merit ZT . However, in the strong EPI regime, ZT tends to saturate and
becomes insensitive to EPI or gate voltage. We further examine the local
heating effects caused by electron phonon scattering. For the voltage-biased
current, we observe that the phonons are always heated up by electron cur-
rent. This heating is significant in the regime when both EPI strength and
electron current are large. However, for the thermoelectric current, we find
that both cooling and heating are possible, due to the fact that low energy
electrons can come from the cool lead, absorb phonons and tunnel to the hot
lead, causing the de-excitation of the phonon modes. Interestingly, we find
that in the regime of EPI strength where the thermoelectric current is large,
the backaction, both heating and cooling, can be eliminated. It provides the
desired properties that the electronic current can detect the information of
the phonon modes without affecting it, which have potential applications in
ultra-sensitive measurement.
Besides the steady-state transport, we also explore the transport in a
driven system, where a time-dependent external force is applied [62]. We
developed a time-dependent quantum master equation formalism, which can
handle quantum transport for a time-dependent nonlinear system. This the-
ory is also exact in dealing with the nonlinearity by it is only valid in the
weak system-lead coupling limit. We validate our formalism by benchmark-
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ing with NEGF in the non-interacting electron case. We applied this theory
to investigate the challenging problem of thermoelectricity in the driven non-
linear system. Previous examination on thermoelectric efficiency is mostly
based on the steady-state quantities such as the figure of merit ZT . However,
in the driven case some of the assumptions based on steady state transport
become invalid, such as the Onsager reciprocal relation. Therefore we pro-
pose a dynamic thermoelectric theory that aims to rigorously evaluate the
thermoelectric efficiency in driven systems.
We investigate the thermoelectric efficiency for a driven system in the case
of both non-interacting electron and electron scattered by EPI. We find that
the external driving can significantly boost the efficiency. The harvest of the
power from this boosting can be even larger than then power of the input
field. Interestingly, we find that such enhancement of efficiency is closely
related to the breakdown of the Onsager reciprocal relation. The ratio of
the off-diagonals elements of Onsager transport matrix, which is constantly
one in steady state, also shows an increment and its profile is similar to the
profile of the efficiency enhancement. Such phenomena are evidenced from
both non-interacting electron and EPI system. So we propose that driving a
system can be alternative approach to overcome the steady-state constraints
and hence boost heat-electric conversion efficiency.
There are several possibilities extending from this thesis for the future per-
spectives. First of all, the high-order QME formalism, presented in Sec. 3.2
and 3.3, provides a powerful tool to study quantum transport in nonlinear
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system exactly. Thus it would be interesting to investigate the transport
properties for non-trivial nonlinear system, such as electron-phonon interac-
tion, electron-electron interaction or systems with electron-spin interaction.
Secondly, in this thesis we have studied the driven EPI system when the elec-
tron energy is modulated by an external field. However, when the phonons
carry charges and hence they can form dipoles. Then properties of phonons
may also be modulated by external field. Such time-dependent coupling
will result in a non-commuting drive, on which the theory is presented in
Sec. 5.1.2. So it would be interesting to look at the time-dependent trans-
port properties of a EPI system when the phonons are also modulated by
external fields. Lastly, in Sec. 5.2.2, we introduced a formalism to estimate
the heat-electric conversion efficiency for a time-dependent system. However,
such discussion is not limited to the thermoelectric efficiency. It would be
also interesting to look other coupled phenomenon that benefits from the
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Appendix A
The bath correlation functions
The bath correlation functions are defined as Eq. (2.46)
Cα,µνij (t) ≡ 〈Bα,µi (t)Bα,νj (0)〉, (A.1)
where the expectation value is taken with respect to the equilibrium distri-
bution of the leads. For the system-bath coupling Hamiltonian defined in











ikck. In term of the spectral density Γ, the correlation









































(ε− µL)ΓL,ij(ε)[1− fL(ε)]e−iεt/~ (A.7)
Now we consider the case that only a single electronic state in the center is
interacting with the leads. Then Γ is a number instead of a matrix. We take
the spectral density of the leads as a Lorentzian, namely, we introduce a soft




, α = L,R, (A.8)
where η denotes the strength of system-bath coupling and εD determines the
width of the spectral band. For notational simplicity, we absorb ηα into Γα in
the following discussion. With this type of spectral density, the correlation
functions can be integrated out analytically as




e−εDt/~ − C12(−t). (A.10)
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where x = µ + vli and vl = pil/βα. In case of t < 0 the function Pα can be
obtained by using the relation Pα(t) = P∗α(−t).
Using the similar procedures, the correlation functions used in the current
operators can also be obtained




e−εDt/~ + C12e (−t), (A.13)

















where x = µ+ vli and vl = pil/βα for t > 0. Similarly we can use the relation
Qα(t) = Q∗α(−t) to obtain Qα(t) when t < 0.
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2[eβα(iεD−µα) + 1][εD − i∆ij] , (A.17)







Similarly the transition matrix in the current operators is
Wαβe = −eWL,αβ, α, β = 1, 2 (A.19)



















Transport theory based on
polaron transformation
Based on the polaron transformation discussed on Sec. 2.2.4, here we list
an algorithm for transport theory in the framework of NEGF. This part is
based on the existing work, for instance, Ref. [46, 45]. This technique only
applies for onsite EPI interaction; namely, the EPI does not appear during
the hopping of the electrons. Therefore for simplicity we consider the case of











kd+ H.c.) + ε0d
†d+ ~ω0a†a+ λd†d(a†+ a), (B.1)
where α = L,R is the lead index and the lead Hamiltonian is the usual one
given in Chap. 2. After polaron transformation, the EPI term in the system
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is decoupled into electrons and phonons, and the nonlinearity of the problem



















where X = exp[−(λ/ω0)(a† − a)] is the transformation operator. The major
assumption used in this formalism is to replace the transformation operator
X by its expectation value 〈X〉 by assuming that the phonon is at thermal









where Nph = 1/[exp(βph~ω0)− 1]. By doing that, one can absorb X into the





|vαk |2 〈X〉2 δ(ε− εk). (B.4)
With this spectral density, the transformed surface Green’s function and
self-energy of the leads can be obtained as
Σ¯r(a)α (ε) = Λ¯α(ε)∓ iΓ¯α(ε), (B.5)
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where α = L,R and Λ¯α(ω) can be obtained by using Kramers-Kronig rela-
tions with respect to Γ¯(ω)α. The lesser self-energy is
Σ¯<α = iΓ¯fα(ε), α = L,R. (B.6)
Based on the self-energy, we can find the transformed Green’s functions of the
center. The difference of such transformed Green’s function and the original
Green’s function is that the evolution of the time is now according to the




ε− ε¯0 − Σ¯r(a)(ε) , (B.7)
G¯<(ε) = G¯r(ε)Σ¯<(ε)G¯a(ε), (B.8)
G¯>(ε) = G¯<(ε) + G˜r(ε)− G¯a(ε), (B.9)
where ε¯0 = ε − λ2/ω0 is the polaron shifted electron energy. We can then
transform these Green’s functions back to the original ones according to their
relations in time domain
G<(t) = G¯<(t)e−Φ(−t), (B.10)
G>(t) = G¯>(t)e−Φ(t), (B.11)
where Φ(t) = λ
2
ω20
[Nph(1 − eiω0t) + (Nph + 1)(1 − e−ω0t)]. In deriving above
equation, one assumes that the average on electron and phonon can be taken
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separately. This decoupling approximation is discussed in Ref. [46]. By using
the identity e−Φ(t) =
∑∞
n=−∞ e



















and In(z) is the nth Bessel function of complex argument z.
Eventually we can calculate currents based on the greater and lesser











Equilibrium phonon number for
EPI model
When the EPI system is weakly coupled to its environment and equilibrium
states is reached, the reduced density matrix will follow the canonical distri-
bution as ρ = e−βEHS/Z, where Z = Tr[e−βEHS ]. Therefore, the expectation






We can solve the phonon number with the help of the polaron transforma-
tion technique described in Sec. 2.2.4. After the transformation the reduced
density matrix becomes ρ¯, which is a product states of the electrons and
phonons, due to the fact that polaron transformation diagonalizes the sys-
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tem Hamiltonian in the conventional basis. As a result, this equilibrium



















eβE~ω0 − 1 +
λ2/(~ω0)2
eβE [ε0−λ2/(~ω0)] + 1
, (C.3)
where the first term in Eq. (C.3) denotes the Bose-Einstein distribution of




A pseudocode of evaluating a
diagram
In this section we explicitly demonstrate the evaluation of the following dia-
gram as an example
0→ 1→ 2→ → 3,













where X is a matrix in the system Hilbert space. In the representation of










Here we have used the fact that ρ(0) is diagonal in the system Hamiltonian
eigenstates and all pictures coincide at t = 0. The time-dependence goes into











We use the EPI system Hamiltonian (Eq. (2.21)) as an example to illustrate
the calculation of this diagram. A pseudocode to evaluate X is as following
procedure Evaluate diagram (2)
initialization
set N . The cut-off energy level of phonon (1)
for p=1,2*N do . The size is 2N because electron has 2 states
for q=1,2*N do
get HS pq . HS reprenstated in conventional basis (2)




get Ep . Eigenenergy of system, of size 2N
get Ppq . The transformation matrix P , of size 2N × 2N (3)
S ← P †SP
for k = −M,M do . Create a table for the correlation function (4)
t← k ∗ dt . dt is determined by integration precision.
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cor1[k] = C(t); cor2[k] = C(t)
. C(t) and C(t) are evaluated according to Append. A
end for
function FUN(i,m, n, j, t1, t2, t3)
. Evaluate the integrand of Y
∆lm ← E(l)− E(m); ∆mn ← E(m)− E(n); ∆nj ← E(n)− E(j);
term1← ei(∆lmt1+∆mnt2+∆njt3)
a← Floor[(t1 − t3)/dt]; b← Floor[(−t2)/dt] . a and b are integer
a1← (t1 − t3)/dt− adt; b1← (−t2)/dt− bdt . a1 and b1 are real
term2← cor1[a] + a1 ∗ (cor1[a+ 1]− cor1[a]) . Linear extrapolate
term3← cor1[b] + b1 ∗ (cor2[b+ 1]− cor1[b]) . Linear extrapolate





Y ← Integrate FUN(i,m, n, j, t1, t2, t3) in regime 0 > t1 >
t2 > t3 −∞ . See point (5)




Xij ← (−i)3 ∗Xij . Finalize results
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end procedure
(1) N should be large enough such that the results does not depend on it.
The suitable value of N depends on the temperature of the leads.
(2) The electron basis is |σ〉, σ = 0, 1. The phonon basis is |n〉, n =
0, 1, 2, · · ·N . Therefore the conventional basis can be chosen as the di-
rect product of them |σ〉 ⊗ |n〉. In the representation of such basis, the
system operator will be d =
0 1
0 0




Iph is the identity in phonon Hilbert space. The system Hamiltonian of
Eq. (2.21) is block diagonal as HS =
A 0
0 B
, where A, B are N ×N




ε0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ε0 + ω0
√
1λ 0 0 0
0
√






. . . 0 0




0 0 0 0
√
N − 2λ ε0 + (N − 1)ω0

(D.4)
(3) P †HSP = dia{E1, E2, · · · , E2N} is a diagonal matrix.
(4) We create a table for the correlation functions because the evaluation of
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C at runtime is time-consuming. Here M denotes the cut-off time for
the correlation function. It is determined by how fast the correlation
function decays.
(5) This procedure is the most time consuming part due to the triple integral.
We may use trapezoidal rule or Richardson extrapolation approach to
numerically evaluation. If the forms of correlation functions are given,
it is also possible to carry out the integration analytically [61], but that
would involve a huge amount of analytical works.
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Appendix E
A pseudocode of generating
QMC diagrams
Here we illustrate a pseudocode that randomly generates the diagrams of
order m in the QMC framework. (m is even.)
procedure Generating diagrams
p[1]← 0
p[2] to p[m]← a random permutation of 1 to m− 1.
for i = 1, 3, · · · ,m− 1 do
if p[i] > p[i+ 1] then
swap(p[i], p[i+ 1])
end if
end for . The proper time-permutation of the diagram is obtained.
k ← 1
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for i = 1,m do
bk[i]← k
if p[i] > p[i+ 1] then k ← k + 1
end if
end for
. If and only if b[i] = b[j], the site of i and j are in the same subsequence.
. The angular brackets are inserted which define the subsequences.
Sign← (−1)k . fix the sign prefactor
for all Subsequences do
. generate a random twin-wise pairing within the subsequence
a← the subsequence
b← a random permutation of the a
for i = 1, 3, · · · ,m− 1 do
wk[a[i]] = a[i+ 1]
wk[a[i+ 1]] = a[i]
. If wk[i] = j, then i and j is a pair in Wick theorem expansion.
end for
end for . Wick theorem applied.
for i=1,m do
fb[i]← randomly setting 0 or 1
end for
i← the number of 1 in fb
sign←sign*(−1)i
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. Since LV is a commutator, it contributes a front term and a back term.
fb fix such choice of the diagram by setting 0 as front and 1 as back.
end procedure
The above procedure randomly generates the diagrams suitable for QMC
calculation. The structure of the diagram is stored in the array of p (for
time), bk (for the subsequence), wk (for the Wick theorem paring) and fb





F.1 Analytical expression of currents
For non-interacting electrons, the electronic current can be written in form










where fα(ε), α = L,R is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function of lead α.
T (ε) is the transmission function, which can be evaluated in terms of Green’s
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functions according to the Caroli formula [168, 169]




















So the total self-energy is Σr = ΣrL + Σ
r




ε− ε0 − Σr(ε) , (F.5)
and Ga(ε) = [Gr(ε)]∗. Plugging into the transmission function, and assuming




[4(ε− ε0)(ε2 + ε2D)− εε2DΓ]2 + ε4DΓ2
. (F.6)












This integration can be performed analytically, by using the residue theorem,





















xi − xj , (F.9)
where xi are the six of poles of the transmission function. Three of them are
in the upper complex plane, they are




(iεD + ε0 +
√




(iεD + ε0 −
√
−ε2D − 2εDε0i+ ε20 + 4εDΓ), (F.12)
and the other three are in the lower complex plane as x4 = x
∗






In the weak system-lead coupling limit, the transmission function becomes
a delta-shaped function, with the peak centered at the resonant level of the
center. Integration over delta-function is numerically challenging. However,
by analytically integrating the Landauer formula, we avoid the integration of
such delta-shaped function. It makes the numeric stable and robust, in the
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limit of Γ→ 0
F.2 Second order coefficients
When expanded over the system-lead coupling strength, the lowest order of
the current is in the second order of system-lead coupling. In the limit Γ→ 0,
we can find the relation
x1 = x3 = iεD, (F.13)
x2 = ε0. (F.14)
Therefore we have ya(x1)+ya(x2) = 0 and only the term with ya(x2) survives.
The term with transmission function also vanishes because it is in the second
order of system-bath coupling. Therefore the second order coefficient of one


























F.3 High bias limit
In high bias limit, we assume µL →∞ and µR → −∞. Therefore the Fermi-






In the analytical expression of currents, the Matsubara summation term also


















~[(Γ2 + 2εD)2 + 4ε20]
. (F.20)


















which is the coefficients of the order expansion with respect to the system-lead







This result is analytically consistent with the fourth order results obtained
from the fourth order QME formalism [61].
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Appendix G
NEGF formalism for a
quenching quantum dot
For non-interacting electrons undergoing step-like quenching, the system
Hamiltonian we consider is
HS = [ε0 + gθ(t− t0)]d†d. (G.1)
NEGF can handle it exactly. Under wide-band approximation, analytical
results can be obtained [19, 20]. The main idea is that in such case, the
spectral function can be found analytically as
A(ε, t) =
ε− ε˜+ iΓ/2− gei(t−t0)(ε−ε˜−g+iΓ/2)/~
(ε− ε˜+ iΓ/2)(ε− ε˜− g + iΓ/2) . (G.2)
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Therefore one can evaluate the currents based on the spectral function as









































where Γ = ΓL + ΓR is a constant under the wide-band approximation.
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